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Abstract
A medical endoscope is a tool commonly used for medical diagnostic and treatment
purposes. A lens-based endoscope consists of a camera mounted on a tube, that is
inserted into the human tract. Images captured by endoscopes facilitate examination
and treatment of regions inside the patient. These images are commonly subject to
image processing to either enhance or segment out a region of interest for better decision making, by employing a wide range of image processing algorithms. However,
not much has been done to process the video stream on the fly, during the endoscopic
procedure due to computational complexities of these image processing algorithms.

In this thesis, techniques for real-time processing of endoscopic images are proposed
for tracking of camera motion under three categories - rotations only, linear-motion
only and an integrated rotation and linear motion tracking. To aid in tracking
camera rotations, hardware efficient techniques for achieving high throughput image rotation are proposed. These exploit symmetrical characteristics of the image
to accelerate the rotation of high-resolution images. The effect of hierarchy on the
area-time computational efficiency has also been reported to provide for design flexibility. Investigations based on a 512 x 512 image show that the proposed methods
yield about 20 times speedup at a mere 3% increase in area cost when compared to
existing techniques. The proposed techniques are also highly scalable and significant
performance gains are evident for very high-resolution images.
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To track linear movement of camera through cylindrical tracts, techniques based
on the analysis of feature point movements are proposed. The proposed techniques
involve feature point extraction, tracking, image unrolling and normalization in order to facilitate the necessary analysis in the unrolled domain. The methods for
linear motion detection were further extended to detect rotation, thereby allowing
for an integrated tracking of both the linear distance and rotation. The proposed
techniques have been evaluated on a sequence of test images to demonstrate that
both the linear distance and rotation can be inferred using a small number of feature
points, thereby justifying its use in real time systems.

Next, techniques to automate the image unrolling process are presented. The proposed techniques are shown to be capable of performing the unrolling at high speed
through an iterative process, which relies on the rapid estimations of the coordinates
of the center. Simulations based on real images confirm that only a few iterations
are required for convergence, justifying the applicability of this method in high speed
realizations. The proposed automated unrolling process has been incorporated into
the combined rotation and linear-motion detection system. It was shown that this
integrated environment performs well with only a few intermediate frames of real
endoscopic images. Finally, an overall framework for the integrated environment to
track the linear and rotation movements of the endoscopic camera is proposed to
present the various operating scenarios.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Motivation
Medical endoscopy is widely used in the medical arena to facilitate examination and
treatment of parts of the human body, not otherwise easily accessible. The videos
captured by the endoscope are analyzed for decision making by the surgeons. Digital
image processing has not only made objective interpretations of the endoscopic videos
possible, but has also facilitated automation of the analysis. Most of the processing
of the captured videos is currently done off line after the medical procedure. However, there is a need for processing the video on the fly to aid the surgeon in real time.

A survey of the existing state of the art in the context of medical endoscopy and
image processing on endoscopic images has shown that there is a need to track the
motion of the endoscopic camera in real time. In this thesis, efficient techniques to
estimate the linear and rotation movements of an endoscopic camera are explored.

1.1

Medical video endoscopy

The word endoscopy is derived from the Greek words 'endo' meaning 'inside' and
'skopeein' meaning 'to see' [1]. It is a word used in medicine to describe the pro1
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cedure that is used to see various parts inside the body. Endoscopy has become an
indispensable tool for various applications in medicine, particularly for the purpose of
minimally invasive diagnostic and therapeutic procedures. An endoscope is intended
to facilitate both the examination and treatment of regions inside the human body
by inserting a small tube containing a viewing channel, an illumination channel and
eventually one or more ancillary channels which cause minimal trauma.

There are broadly two classes of optical endoscopes in clinical use. The first, called
optic-fiber endoscope, consists of a long flexible fiber optic coupling between the
remote site to be investigated and the user. These give adequate diagnostic information, although the image quality may be compromised by the number of elements
within the bundle. An alternative class of endoscope uses a thin tube enclosing
an appropriate lens system. These instruments are optically superior to their fiber
bundle counterparts and this approach is called video endoscopy. [2] (1985) gives
a description of video endoscopy as follows: "The video system represents a new
endoscopic technique with major advantages, some of which point the way into the
future. This system permits a large number of persons to participate directly in the
examination. Documentation is more comprehensive and more reliable, and pathological processes can be observed with the aid of video tape recordings." In [3], a
comparative evaluation of a video endoscope is made against the conventional fiber
optic method and details the benefits of the former. Video endoscopy gave better
endoscopic images for determination of the limits and of the size of cancer invasion.

Medical endoscopy is further divided into categories based on the organ under consideration. For example, colonoscopy involves examination of the insides of the colon
and large intestine to detect polyps, tumors, ulceration, inflammation, and discovery and removal of foreign bodies [4]. Similarly, bronchoscopy refers to examination

2
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of the trachea and lung's bronchial trees to reveal abscesses, bronchitis, carcinoma,
tumors, tuberculosis, alveolitis, infection and inflammation. Typical images as captured by the endoscopic camera during an esophageal endoscopy procedure are shown
in Figure 1.1.

Figure 1.1: Healthy and cancerous esophagus snapshots during endoscopy

1.1.1

A typical video endoscope system

Typically, in a video endoscopic procedure, a video camera and strobe light are utilized to capture images of internal organs. The procedure allows the physician to
perform careful visual inspection on the entire lining surface of the organ being examined. If a suspicious image is detected, e.g. suspicious bleeding or tumor, a little
piece of the corresponding tissue is taken for biopsy. Further, endoscopy is frequently
used to remove polyps, or small growths within the tract or for general treatment
purposes. A typical endoscope system used in present clinical procedures is shown
in Figure 1.2 [5].

Many interactive endoscopes have been deviced to give the surgeon some form
of feedback during navigation. Endoscopes have external control knobs that control
the movement of the scope inside the tract. [6] describes this control mechanism as

3
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(a) Endoscopic System

(b) Endoscope

Figure 1.2: A typical endoscope system and camera-based endoscope
follows: Modern endoscopes include means for deflecting the distal tip of the scope to
follow the pathway of the structure under examination, with minimum deflection or
friction force upon the surrounding tissue. In a conventional endoscope design, mechanical control of the deflectable tip is exerted via control cables similar to bicycle
brake cables that are carried within the endoscope body in order to connect a flexible
portion of the distal end to a set of control knobs at the proximal endoscope handle.
The examiner mechanically steers the distal tip of the endoscope to a region of interest by manipulating the control knobs. The control knobs can be locked in place once
a desired position is gained. While manually turning the control knobs, the examiner
receives direct feedback regarding the force required to change the position of the tip.

On the aspect of the computer-controlled endoscope development, Buckingham et
Al. demonstrated that a computer controlled endoscope is both useful, feasible and
can be designed to be safe [7]. The proposed software task can be broken down into
the identification of a safe trajectory within a complex environment and the control of a highly redundant device to follow this path. Dogramadzi developed a new
computer-controlled endoscope, which uses air actuation of a multi-link mechanism
with sensory feedback provided by a 3D magnetic sensor placed in the biopsy channel

4
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of a gastroentero logical endoscope [8]. Hoeg et Al. developed a prototype robotic
endoscope for small intestine diagnosis and therapy [9].

1.1.2

Wireless capsule endoscopy

In 1981, an Israeli physician, Dr. Gavriel Iddan, began development of a video
camera that would fit inside a pill. Technology was not ready then and the idea
was put on hold. It took 20 years for technology to catch up with Dr. Iddan. In
2001, the FDA approved the Given Diagnostic Imaging System. This 11 x 26 mm
capsule weighs only 4 gms (about l/7th of an ounce) and contains a color video
camera and wireless radiofrequency transmission, 4 LED lights, and enough battery
power to take 50,000 color images during an 8-hour journey through the digestive
tract. A picture of a capsule endoscope is shown in Figure 1.3. About the size of a
vitamin capsule, the capsule is made of specially sealed biocompatible material that
is resistant to stomach acid and powerful digestive enzymes. Another name for this
new technique is Wireless Capsule Endoscopy [10].

Figure 1.3: A capsule endoscope
Patients report that the video capsule is easier to swallow than an aspirin. It seems
that the most important factor in the ease of swallowing is the lack of friction. The
capsule is very smooth, enabling it to slip down the throat with just a sip of water [10].
After the video capsule is swallowed, it moves through the digestive track naturally

5
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with the aid of the peristaltic activity of the intestinal muscles. The patient comfortably continues with regular activities throughout the examination without feeling
sensations resulting from the capsule's passage. During the 8 hour exam, the images
are continuously transmitted to special antenna pads placed on the body and captured on a recording device which is worn about the patient's waist. After the exam,
the recording device is removed. The stored images are transferred to a computer
PC workstation where they are transformed into a digital movie which the doctor
can later examine on the computer monitor. Patients are not required to retrieve
and return the video capsule to the physician. It is disposable and expelled normally
and effortlessly with the next bowel movement.

The wireless capsule endoscope has been successfully utilized to diagnose diseases
of the small intestine and alleviate the discomfort and pain of patients [13]. This
technique is relatively new, but numerous reports have already demonstrated cases in
which the given video capsule was able to make a diagnosis not seen by conventional
studies. Although capsule endoscopy has been shown to be superior to conventional
endoscopy [11], it cannot achieve 100% accuracy in diagnosis [10] [12]. Possible reasons for this are discussed in [11], which include inability to definitively localize or
treat small lesions and the inherent inaccuracies in the method for approximating
capsule location due to variations in anatomy. Also, the resolution of the images is
still low, and some interesting spots may be unintentionally omitted [11] [13]. The
images will be severely distorted especially when physicians zoom images in for detailed diagnosis.

Increasing resolution may cause significant power consumption in RF transmission;
hence, image compression is necessary for saving the power dissipation of RF transmission. To overcome this drawback, Lin et Al. have been developing a new capsule

6
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endoscope, called GlCam [13]. They developed an ultra-low-power image compression processor for capsule endoscope or swallowable imaging capsules. In applications
of capsule endoscopy, it is imperative to consider battery life/performance trade-offs.
Applying state-of-the-art video compression techniques may significantly reduce the
image bit rate by their high compression ratio, but they all require intensive computation and consume much battery power. There are many fast compression algorithms
for reducing computation load; however, they may result in distortion of the original
image, which is not good for use in the medical care. [13] shows how to first simplify
traditional video compression algorithms and it proposes a scalable compression architecture. The developed video compressor on FPGA reduces power consumption
from 33.5 mW to 14.92 mW by reducing the video size by at least 75%.

1.1.3

Virtual endoscopy

Virtual endoscopy is the navigation of a virtual camera through a 3D reconstruction
of a patient's anatomy enabling the exploration of the internal structures to assist in
surgical planning. According to [14], the principal aim of virtual reality technology
is to present virtual objects or complete scenes to all human senses in a way identical
to their natural counterpart. Simulating three dimensional reconstruction of organs
from radiological cross sections is an important diagnostic tool that provides clinicians with a more natural view of a patients anatomy. Also, preoperative planning
with the use of a computer, including realistic prediction of the outcome, has become
an integral part of the intervention in certain disciplines, such as radiation therapy,
craniofacial surgery, or neurosurgery [14].

Computerized three dimensional atlases of human anatomy, physiology, and pathology are used as teaching aids for these subjects. Several virtual reality systems
have been developed and tested for the physical or mental rehabilitation of patients
7
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and for supporting mental health therapy [14]. Virtual reality technology also plays
an important role in telemedicine from remote diagnosis to complex teleinterventions.

Algorithms for graphical rendering of anatomy have been used to provide support
for three dimensional organ reconstruction from radiological cross sections [14]. For
the clinician this method of visualization provided a more natural view of a patients anatomy without losing the see through capability of the radiologist. Virtual
endoscopy techniques (such as virtual colonoscopy or bronchoscopy) based on the
virtual reconstruction and visualization of individual patient anatomy are rapidly
developing. For example Figure 1.4 shows graphics rendering of liver using virtual endoscopy. The most impressive development has been demonstrated in virtual
colonoscopy as a screening tool for colon polyps and cancer and which is currently
in the clinical validation phase. Owing to the potential benefits of patient comfort
and cost effectiveness, it sometimes appears that virtual endoscopic procedures could
replace real endoscopic investigations in the foreseeable future in some areas of diagnosis. But virtual endoscopy carries with it, its own set of disadvantages. It is
usually an off-line process and not suitable for treatment. Also, it is usually accompanied by high computational costs.
(a)

(b)

(a) Photograph of a liver
(b) Virtual liver colored by synthetic texture

Figure 1.4: Example of graphics based organ rendering: Graphics rendered liver
against original image

8
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There are many virtual endoscopy tools based on virtual reality and computer graphics. For example, a group at Harward Medical School [15] has been developing a
virtual endoscopy tool with which the surgeon can visualize the 3D model of an
anatomical structure and define a trajectory path inside the model in order to perform a virtual exploration (shown in Figure 1.5). When the virtual camera flies
through the model, the surgeon can track the position of the virtual camera inside
the model on one screen, view what the endoscopic camera sees on another screen and
track the position of the camera on gray scale 2D slices. Virtual exploration through
patient-specific data can help the surgeon perform diagnosis in a non-invasive manner
once the model has been built.

Figure 1.5: Virtual endoscopy tool at Harward Medical School

9
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1.2

Image processing on endoscopic images

In the past, a lot of analysis and decision making during endoscopy was subjective
and depended on the experience of the surgeon. For example, as pointed out in [5],
the commonly used diagnostic procedure to detect colorectal cancer was endoscopy
performed by an expert physician and the images examined visually and qualitatively.
However, the human eye is particularly poor at discriminating color or brightness
features in images. Thus, not only is the analysis subject to individual interpretation, but, the absence of quantitative measurements obviates the strict activity of
comparative evaluation, quantitative assessment and computer-aided diagnosis. The
experience and knowledge of the endoscopist were also important. Thus new inexperienced physicians used be at a disadvantage.

With the use of digital image processing and analysis on endoscopic images, more
objective interpretations, together with quantitative measurements has become possible. Therefore, computer-assisted image processing has started to become essential
to assist decision making after endoscopic procedures. It provides essential critical
features for confirmation, comparison and evaluation of suspicious signs during diagnosis and enables easy finding of these areas of interest during treatment. Also,
computer-assisted analysis procedures have the capability of detecting abnormalities
from endoscopic images with high accuracy and this has helped non-experts.

Image processing is considered to hold great potential for future applications like
detection of very early stages of lesion [5]. As the image obtained is in the form of
electronic signals, it can be manipulated, enhanced, transmitted, and merged with
an entire array of other electronic media and databases using modern technology.
One of the technical advances made possible by video-endoscopes is the application
of software processing of digital images and hardware improvement.
10
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Image processing techniques have been applied in many areas in the medical field
and extended to clinical diagnosis and therapy [16]. Imaging technologies such as
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and computer tomography [17] [18] [19] are very
popular today in the context of medical imaging. In the area of endoscopic image
processing and analysis, it is found that a lot of research work has been focused on
the detection of colon lumen based on chromatic and spatial feature characterization.
Lumen-related parameters are not only significant in the application of navigation
of the endoscope in human colon, but also in the detection of abnormalities. Colon
lumen detection includes lumen boundary extraction, lumen center orientation, etc.
Fuzzy logic algorithms based on the assumption that the lumen is a large dark region
has been adopted to extract the lumen boundary and detect the lumen center [20].

A method based on frequency domain to detect the lumen was developed in [21],
which avoids the above assumption but employs a computationally intensive operation of discrete Fourier transform. A method by using Canny edge detection algorithm was proposed to identify the colon lumen and extracting the largest darkest
region by thresholding method and to find the lumen center [23]. Krishnan presented Adaptive Progress Thresholding (APT) technique for lumen detection [22].
A minimum variance region-growing algorithm based on image histogram analysis
was proposed for lumen boundary extraction in [24]. Tian et Al. proposed a technique by repeating an Otsu-Iris filter combination in an iterative manner, which
arrived at rapid identification of the lumen region accurately in [25].

Color images can provide additional information about the physiological and anatomical status of the organ. Utilization of multiple color components in the endoscopic
images can yield better results for segmentation than those obtained by the ap-

11
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proaches using only intensity information. The most frequently used color spaces
for color segmentation include HSI, HCI, HSV, OHTA etc. However, they are normally more difficult to be processed and analyzed than gray-level images. Some
research work has utilized color information for abnormality detection like bleeding,
inflammation etc, which are main features to convey the appearance of abnormality in endoscopic images. Yang developed a fuzzy logic based segmentation scheme
in HSI (Hue, Saturation and Intensity) color space [26]. Xue developed two stages
segmentation scheme in OHTA color space using a Markov Random Field (MRF)
model based on multi-channel Bayesian segmentation technique. Tjoa considered
an approach to segment endoscopic images based on homogeneity and color feature
hue [27].

Segmented images by color information can be analyzed with texture information
to obtain additional clinically useful parameters. Texture features characterize the
statistical or structural relationship between pixels, and provide measures of properties such as contrast, smoothness, coarseness, structural complexity, etc. Affected
regions, such as those that are bleeding or cancerous, may have different texture features. Karkanis tried three well-known textural descriptors as well as one based on
wavelets to interpret tissue regions in endoscopic images [28]. A new metric feature,
log-likelihood-ratio, was developed based on local binary pattern (LBP) combined
with average intensity to describe the spatial structure of the local texture of an endoscopic image [29]. Marta et Al. has developed an approach of obtaining quantitative
parameters from the texture spectra both in chromatic and achromatic domains of
the endoscopic image [30].

In [31], the issue of poor visual feedback in video-endoscopy is tackled, which normally prolongs the operation time, increases the risk to the patient, and drives up
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the cost of health care. [31] designs and validates novel image analysis and rectification algorithms on real images to enhance the visual feedback to the surgeon in
video-endoscopy. A method was presented for estimating the amount of rotation necessary to rectify images forming a video stream to help alleviate the dis-orientation
problem in endoscopy, as shown in Figure 1.6. An efficient method of computing 2-D

(a) Original image sequence
(b) Rectified image sequence for general camera motion
(knee mockup)
Figure 1.6: Sample results of image recification
feature tracking was presented. By using a set of epipolar constraints, they obtain
the fundamental matrix, which is then factored into a particular form. One of the
factors is the rotation matrix that determines the camera's orientation. From this,
they update the 'up' direction and perform the rectification. By expressing the 2-D
tracking objective function as a convolution, they were able to obtain a large speedup
over straightforward evaluation.

Digital image pre-processing techniques can be used to improve the visual clarity
13
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of an image without generating any new information about it prior to diagnosis. It
includes various techniques such as edge enhancement, color enhancement, filtering,
noise reduction etc. Sometimes image processing stops at the pre-processing stage.
The enhanced images are displayed for further action by the surgeon. [32] discusses
development of real-time endoscopic image pre-processing technology making use of
adaptive index of hemoglobin color enhancement processing. Figure 1.7 shows the
original and color enhanced images using a similar hemoglobin index based approach.

Figure 1.7: Example of image enhancement in endoscopy using hemoglobin index

Following image pre-processing, image segmentation is used to segment an endoscopic
image to extract specific regions of interest. In [33], a parallel system for medical
analysis is proposed that does image segmentation based on color and texture. A
sample of processed endoscopic images is shown in Figure 1.8, which also includes lumen region segmentation, color-based segmentation and texture-based segmentation.

1.3

Image processing during endoscopy

So far, most of the image processing techniques that were discussed were used for
the purpose of diagnosis. In such cases, the actual endoscopic procedure is followed
by an off-line processing and analysis of the captured video at a later stage before

14
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(a) Color segmentation

(b) Texture segmentation

(c) Lumen boundary
extraction

Figure 1.8: Example of image segmentation on an endoscopic image
deciding on the outcome. Most of the image processing methods employed today, as
pointed in Section 1.2 are applied after the actual endoscopic procedure and hence
can afford to be computationally intensive. Usually in such scenarios, the processing
requirements are not real time in nature. Examples of this are [34] [35] [31] etc. As of
today, a lot of image processing on endoscopic images is performed on workstations
and personal computers with high processing power.

However, endoscopy can also be used for treatment purposes. In this case, not only
does the surgeon require to identify infected tissues or regions calling for medical attention, but also to take spontaneous decisions and necessary steps for treating them
while the endoscopic procedure is in progress. For example, [36] discusses treating
gastro-intestinal bleeding. Such cases require the surgeons to perform very efficiently
and need systems to aid them in real time. This is because the surgeons are under
the pressure to finish the procedure as fast as possible in order not to inconvenience
the patient.

If image processing can be achieved in real time, it opens up a new set of applications where it can be applied to. Combining the knowledge of image processing
techniques on endoscopic images with real time requirements, there is potential of
further enhancing the benefits of image processing technology for endoscopy. The
15
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section below explains possible scenarios where real time image processing would
prove beneficial.

1.3.1

Revisiting tissues of interest

During medical endoscopy, especially for treatment procedures, it is a common requirement for surgeons to revisit the area of interest in the tract and a possible
application of real time processing of endoscopic images is to guide the surgeon in
this re-traversal. This could be for locating infections, ulcers, growths, constrictions,
polyps etc. or any other patch of tissue under observation or treatment. [37] gives a
possible reason for a doctor to revisit the exact area of 'biopsy', at a later stage. In
this paper, Shiba et Al. conducted a study, where 297 patients who underwent an
endoscopic procedure called endoscopic mucosal resection (EMR), enrolled and 57
of them were confirmed to have bleeding after the procedure. In cases of persistent
bleeding, the surgeon has to go through a field of blood to find the exact spot of
biopsy and then take measures to control it.

Other common reasons for revisiting areas of interest are disturbances during the
procedure, like a spurge of blood or some secretion that might disrupt the process.
Then the doctor needs to get the endoscope out, clean it and reinsert it into the
patient's body to relocate the area he was working on. Also, follow-up endoscopic
sessions are often performed for monitoring a patient's recovery from tumors and
growths. This again necessitates revisiting the infected tissue that is under treatment. In [39], follow-up endoscopic scans are performed to monitor the patient's
recovery from colonic lipomas, benign adipose tumors that occasionally cause symptoms.

The need to revisit specific points in the tract also arises for study and evalua16
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tion of specific kinds of treatment procedures. In [40], intestinal mucosal lesions
in Crohns disease were endoscopically evaluated before and after giving infliximab,
and the usefulness of this treatment was investigated. [41] compares the area of a
tumor before and after administering radiofrequency ablation therapy. A minimum
of 6 months of clinical follow-up were reviewed. Treatment outcomes with respect
to local tumor recurrence between two groups of test cases were then compared and
alternate ablation techniques were recommended.

Changed working conditions during revisit
There is no guarantee that the working conditions within the tract would remain
consistent during endoscopic traversals at two different time instances, making it all
the more challenging for the surgeon to relocate the exact area under observation.
For example, [37] shows the case of bleeding during and after the process of an EMR,
an endoscopic procedure. As pointed earlier, the surgeon has to go through a field
of blood to locate the exact spot of biopsy to take suitable control measures, if the
bleeding is excessive and persistent. The passage may now look very different due
to the bleeding and the surgeon has to use his discretion in order to decide on the
location of the biopsy spot.

It is also possible that the point of interest itself undergoes a drastic change between
the two traversals of the endoscope making it difficult for the surgeon to discern
the area of interest. For example, the effect of medication on a tumor or growth
may cause it to shrink in size or even vanish altogether [41]. On the other hand,
the spread of an infection might cause the area to look very different making it a
challenging task for the surgeon to spot the area that he was previously working on.
Other secretions or contractions of the tract might also result in similar change of
working environment that the surgeon has to cope with.

17
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In all the cases explained above, the revisiting of tissues is done live and the surgeon
needs to be efficient to relocate the point of interest unlike the conventional cases
where an endoscopic pass is followed by off-line analysis for diagnosis, or unlike cases
of virtual endoscopy where analysis is done on the virtually reconstructed graphics
image, which again poses no such time constraints. Image processing is a possible
approach to aid the surgeon in the re-traversal process in real time.

1.3.2

False negatives in diagnosis

Another possible scenario that is thought to benefit from this real time image processing is to keep track of camera positions already covered in order to ensure a
thorough diagnosis. If the scanning has not been thorough, it is easy to miss out
tumors and other points of interest. [42] evaluates the diagnostic accuracy of gastroscopy that detect gastric tumours and reports that many cancer cases have been
missed during the first round of diagnostic gastroscopy. Patient files were examined
to identify those who underwent gastroscopy less than 3.5 years before a cancer diagnosis. Of the 284 gastric cancer patients, it was found that 13 (4.6%) had undergone
gastroscopy earlier and the procedure had missed the diagnosis at that time. Failure to accurately scan all parts of the organ could also mean a delay in the overall
diagnosis procedure. [42] reports that the median delay in cancer diagnosis was 11.5
months. Therefore, it is also a challenge for surgeons to remember areas within the
tract that have already been visited during endoscopy.

In this case, if the live diagnosis is thorough, it is possible to avoid the 'misses'.
In other words, the surgeon would need to decide in real time whether all tissues
have been thoroughly scanned or not before taking a final decision.

18
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1.4

Problem statement: Real-time camera motion
tracking

It was shown in Section 1.3 that there is a need for surgeons to revisit points of
interest, either for follow-up treatment or for study and evaluation of treatment
methods. Furthermore, the working conditions are dynamic, making it all the more
challenging for the surgeon to relocate the area he was previously working on. As
explained previously, there could be blood discharges and other growths in the tissue that would make the actual region of interest look very different and difficult to
discern. Doctors many a time rely on their memory while performing the endoscopic
procedure. In [43], Heibert says "Endoscopy is all but a memory" and questions the
worthwhileness of such follow-up sessions. When the surgeon relies completely on
his memory of previous visits in order to revisit the point of interest, the reliability
and efficiency of the approach are at stake.

Hence it becomes very useful to have a recording of the position of the camera (in
terms of depth traversed and orientation of camera) at the region of interest during
the previous endoscopic session. This information could be put to use in real time
during the subsequent traversals to guide the surgeon to the same point more easily.
Being able to track the motion of the camera as it traverses through the human cavity would throw light on the final camera position. Recording these camera position
parameters could also prove useful for ensuring there are no 'miss'es in diagnosis, as
described in Section 1.3.2. In other words, if a computerized process keeps note of
all areas that have already been visited, by recording camera position parameters,
then it makes it easy for the surgeon to concentrate on those that have been missed,
for ensuring a thorough scan.

19
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For the cases pointed above, the motion guidance system has to function in real
time to give feedback to the surgeon for helping him locate the point of interest.
Information about the previous camera position are to be interpreted meaningfully
and the doctor could be provided with directions for getting to the point as quickly
as possible.

In this thesis, we explore image processing based approaches to track camera motion through the human tract and guide the surgeon in real time. Image processing
offers benefits over other mechanical methods like using control cables and knobs,
which are used for maneuvering the endoscope (Section 1.1.1). Most importantly,
through image processing, the whole motion estimation process can be automated,
without the need for manually translating the movement of the control knobs to the
movement of the endoscope tube. With the knowledge of the already existing image processing approaches used in the context of medical endoscopy (Section 1.2), a
solution for tracking camera motion in real time is attempted in this research work.

1.5

Summary

In this chapter, the various advances in the field of medical endoscopy were discussed,
starting from fiber optics and video endoscopy to capsule endoscopy and virtual endoscopy. Image processing on endoscopic images was specifically studied in detail,
exploring all the existing approaches. Popular image processing approaches like feature extraction, lumen detection and image enhancement were explored.

The chapter further goes on to identity potential benefits of processing captured
images in real time. Tracking and recording camera motion has potential benefits
in aiding a surgeon at a later time to revisit a point of interest. Information on
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camera motion also potentially helps in ensuring a thorough diagnosis by guiding
the surgeon towards areas not visited. To summarize, this chapter explains the need
for an image processing based approach to infer the motion of the camera during an
endoscopic procedure in real time.

The following chapter delves into tracking of camera motion through efficient processing of endoscopic images. After first studying the existing methods and identifying
their limitations for real time usage, it draws an outline of the envisaged solution.
It also identifies the various computational blocks to be tackled for arriving at the
solution.

21
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Chapter 2
Tracking camera motion
The previous chapter explains the usefulness of image processing for tracking camera
motion during endoscopy to guide the surgeon for subsequent traversals. In this
chapter, the existing methods for camera motion tracking are first surveyed and
their limitations for generating real time solutions are identified. The outline of the
envisaged approach is presented after laying down the scope of the problem. Finally,
the broad computational blocks are identified, each of which will be tackled in the
chapters to follow.

2.1

Existing methods to track camera motion

There have been attempts in the past to track the motion of a camera using image processing. In [44], Thorsten et al. present a robust estimation technique to
compute camera motion for 3D reconstruction of a scene from an endoscopic image
sequence. Based on conventional feature detection and correspondence analysis, the
robustness of the approach is achieved by the use of an efficient outlier detection of
misaligned correspondences. This kind of robustness is required for the application
of 3D reconstruction. However, it is evident that in the attempt to make it robust,
this approach is compute-intensive and not very suitable for real time applications.
22
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In [44], 930 feature points are detected in the first image and 898 in the second.

In another research work [45], Mori et al. attempt to track motion of a bronchoscope
using epipolar geometry analysis and intensity-based image registration of real and
virtual endoscopic images. The complete method consists of two steps: (a) rough estimation using epipolar geometry analysis and (b) precise estimation using intensitybased image registration. In the rough registration process, the method computes
camera motion from optical flow patterns between two consecutive real video image
frames using epipolar geometry analysis. In the image registration stage, they search
for the virtual endoscopic system viewing parameters that generate the virtual image that is most similar to the current real image. The method required about 20
seconds to process one frame because of the intensive computations and is hence not
very suitable for a direct porting into real time systems.

It is evident that the existing methods are compute intensive and are not feasible for deployment in real time solutions. In this thesis it is aimed to estimate the
motion of the camera by processing in real time, a stream of images captured during
endoscopy. By doing so, one can infer the final position of the camera at the desired
feature point. This aids in relocating areas that were previously being worked on,
which helps in a thorough scan during diagnosis, as explained in Chapter 1, Section
1.4. It is attempted in this research work to come up with simple yet elegant methods
to provide a fast means of guidance to the surgeon during endoscopy.

2.2

Problem scope definition

Cylindrical tracts are common in the context of endoscopy, e.g. esophagus, bronchus
etc. The scope of this work is restricted to track the motion of the camera through
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cylindrical tracts, where the camera faces the axis of the cylinder. For initial proof of
concept, experiments are carried out on geometrical cylinders made of paper imitating the human tract and the methods are later demonstrated on real images. Since
the motion of the camera is restricted as it is moving through a tunnel-like passage,
certain degrees of motion are more likely than others because of the restrictions imposed by the walls of the tract. In order to simplify the problem at this stage, the
various degrees of motion should be studied carefully and only the most important
ones selected.

This research work attempts to track the linear motion of the camera within the
cylindrical tract as well as the rotation about the main axis. Let us first analyze
the various ways in which the camera can be maneuvered in the cylindrical tract.
Figure 2.1 shows the possible degrees of motion. There can be either a rotation or
a translation along the X, Y and the Z axes, totaling to six possibilities. Tl gives
the depth of traversal of the camera into the tract and Rl gives the orientation of
the view of the tract. The sideward translations correspond to T2 and T3 in 2.1.
Finally, R2 and R3 provide the tilt for the camera to face a particular side wall of
the tract in closer proximity.

Although Figure. 2.1 shows the motion for all six degrees of movement, the camera
motion is restricted as it is moving through a tunnel-like passage. The walls of the
cylinder impose restrictions on sideward movements (R2, T2, R3 and T3). But a free
movement is allowed along axis 1 (Tl) and rotation about it (Rl). In other words,
T2 and T3 are limited by the diameter of the cylindrical tract whereas Tl can be as
much as the length of the tract. Similarly R2 and R3 are restricted by the walls, but
Rl can take values up to 360° or more. Because of this, a large component of the
overall camera motion will be contributed by Tl and Rl. This has also been veri-
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6 Degrees of motion of endoscope in
esophagus
(R = Rotation, T = Translation)

Figure 2.1: Degrees of motion of camera through a cylindrical tract
fied through subjective observations of a wide range of endoscopy video footage [61]

In this thesis, a detailed mathematical analysis is provided mainly for tracking Rl
and Tl (or a combination of Rl and Tl), as these are the most probable movements
that the camera can produce, considering the constraints imposed by the walls of the
cylindrical tract for other movements. It is assumed that the motion of the camera
is smooth in between image frames considered. There are no jerky movements and
every two image frames have a reasonable link in terms of image content.
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2.3

Outline of envisaged approach

An image sequence consists of a stack of image frames that have been captured in
consecutive time instances. When two images are captured with a very small time
interval, the majority of the contents of the scene would remain the same. However,
portions of the scene may show different kinds of transformations like shrinking, expanding, skew, rotation etc. The nature and degree of these transformations could
potentially throw light on the camera motion during that elapsed time.

Instead of studying every pixel of the scene under consideration, we can selectively
identify certain distinct portions of it and study their corresponding transformations
to extrapolate to the rest of the scene. Let us call the anchor points as Feature
Points (or FP for short). These could refer to tumors, polyps, lesions etc. which
show distinct properties in the image and are easy to be isolated and studied. By
analyzing the properties of certain selected FPs, one can make crude estimations
about the camera movement. In order to facilitate a proof of concept, it is assumed
that there are adequate feature points on the walls of the tract and that there are
no glaring patches that could lead to false FPs.

During medical endoscopy, cylindrical passages are usually photographed from the
camera moving through the passage itself. It is aimed to estimate the motion of the
camera during endoscopy by studying and processing the image sequence obtained
(as a video) during the first endoscopic traversal through the tract. A typical snapshot of an image sequence captured during endoscopy looks like Figure 2.2.

As pointed out in Section 2.2, rotation and linear motion of the camera (and a combination of these) are aimed to be estimated by this research work. If it is known
that there has been just a pure rotation of camera, then in order to infer the angle
26
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Image 1

Image 2

Figure 2.2: Snapshot of image sequence during endoscopy
of rotation, a possible approach is to rotate the first image exhaustively by varying
angles and performing a match of rotated image against the second one. The angle
corresponding to the highest match value would be the possible relative angle between the two images. However, to achieve this we need to have a high speed image
rotator to exhaustively rotate the image by varying angles.

In order to detect linear camera motion, the coordinate positions of feature points
are studied. The walls of the cylinder are projected as circular rings on the image (Figure 2.2) and this gives a template for analyzing the feature points. With
regards to the coordinate position of the feature points, the following observation
can be made. If the camera moves downward in a linear fashion, then the feature
points move radially outwards. That is, they are projected on rings of bigger radii.
Similarly, when the camera moves upward linearly, the positions of feature points
shift toward the center of the rings. This suggests working in a transformed domain
in order to better study these projections of the cylinder as circular rings in the image.

Figure 2.3 shows an image of a test cylinder captured with a camera moving through
it, with feature points marked as black patterns. For this, the laboratory setup that
will be explained in Section 2.5 was used. After capturing Figure 2.3 (a), the cam27
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era is moved upward before capturing Figure 2.3 (b). This is reflected by the two
marked feature points (arrowhead and tip of cross) that have moved inward toward
the center of the cylinder.

V
(a)

(b)

Figure 2.3: Movement of feature points when camera moved upward
It is aimed to mathematically map this displacement of feature points to the linear camera movement along the axis of the cylinder. Given two images imagei and
image2, captured with a time interval t, the method attempts to track the linear motion of the camera that has taken place during t. Feature points are first extracted
from imagei and their corresponding new positions are to be located in imageiIt is envisaged that a thorough study of positions of feature points and their displacements would throw light on the downward/upward motion of the camera. The
displacements of these FPs are studied in a transformed domain to understand more
clearly the projections of the cylinder walls as concentric rings on the image.

In the following section, the computational blocks employed to tackle this problem
are presented.
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Figure 2.4: Outline of proposed research steps

2.4

Identifying computational blocks

A block diagram of the broad steps to be taken are summarized below in Figure 2.4.
As explained in Section 2.3, rotation and linear motions of the camera as well as
a combination of these are aimed to be estimated. Attempts to detect pure camera rotation through exhaustive image rotations necessitates a high speed rotation
engine. This will be elaborated in Chapter 3. Novel schemes are proposed for performing high throughput rotation of images, especially of high resolution. After each
rotation, an image correlation operation can be used to obtain a measure of match
between the rotated first image and the second image. If this value is high, then it
is likely that this is the angle by which the camera was rotated.

It was illustrated that the change in properties of feature points present in consecutive image frames of a video sequence can help make crude estimations about
the linear camera movement. In order to quantify the movement of these feature
points, the following broad computations are seen as necessary. Firstly, there is a
need to extract the FPs and locate them in the next image. Image processing techniques are employed for feature point extraction and tracking. Image pre-processing
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enhances feature points, thereby making it easier for their extraction. It also helps
to reduce the data being processed, thereby helping in achieving compute efficiency.
After noting the initial and final coordinate positions, the displacements of FPs are
to be analysed. For analysis of circular projections of the cylinder, a transformed
domain is employed. For this, there is a need to perform an unrolling of the image.
This standardizes the recordings of different FPs by eliminating differences that arise
due to varying depths and positions of the FPs, as will be explained later. Each of
these steps are detailed in Chapter 4. It will be shown here that although F P study
was targeted for tracking only linear motion of the camera, the same method can be
used to detecting rotations also.

For the proposed method for tracking linear camera motion, any of the existing
feature point extraction and tracking methods can be used. The method focuses on
analysis of F P position displacements in a transformed domain through a process
of image unrolling in a compute efficient manner. Selecting feature points in medical images has been a separate research study altogether because of the numerous
challenges accompanying it [59] [35]. For example, the surface of the human passage
could be lined with mucus and other shiny tissues which could cause glaring effects
and misleading feature points. Also in cases of smooth walls, feature points are more
subtle and all the more difficult to locate. In this research work, novel feature point
extraction methods are not proposed. Instead, efficient means to study and analyze
the properties of feature points are devised.

2.5

Experimental Setup

For initial proof of concept and verification at each step in the project, images captured in a simulated environment are used. Subsequently, results are demonstrated
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Figure 2.5: Experimental setup
on real endoscopic images.

In order to simulate the movement of the endoscope through the human tract, a
laboratory set up as shown in Figure 2.5 was used. A sheet of paper with feature
points marked is rolled into a cylinder and placed below the camera. The camera
is mounted on a stand such that it can be lowered into the paper cylinder in a controlled manner. A light source is attached to the camera such that it moves in one
entity with it, similar to the medical endoscopic setup. Images are captured after
simulating various rotation and linear motions of the camera, for further processing.
An example of an image captured using this setup is shown in Figure 2.6. Markings
are deliberately introduced on a sheet of paper to simulate feature points (Figure 2.6
(a)). It is then rolled into a cylinder and its captured image is shown in Figure 2.6
(b).
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(a) Sheet of paper with
markings simulating FPs

(b) Image as captured by
camera

Figure 2.6: Example of laboratory simulated image

2.6

Summary

In this chapter, methods to track camera motion during endoscopy have been discussed. First the existing methods were briefly described followed by their limitations
for deployment in real time systems. Then the scope of the problem tackled in this
research work was defined, according to which only cylindrical tracts are considered.
Out of the several possible degrees of motion, rotation about the main cylindrical
axis and linear motion along it will be tackled. The broad computational blocks like
image rotation, feature point extraction, feature point tracking, image unrolling and
analysis were laid down.

In the next chapter, means to detect pure rotations of the camera will be explored as
the first step towards camera motion tracking (Figure 2.4). The use of a high speed
image rotation engine to achieve this will be explained. Further, the existing real
time approaches will be explored by studying image rotation hardware. Novel techniques to achieve high throughput rotation of images will be presented. A detailed
comparative study will show the benefits of the proposed method in comparison with
existing ones.
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Chapter 3
High speed image rotation
It was briefly discussed in Chapter 2 that a possible way to detect pure camera rotations between two images is by exhaustively rotating the first image and correlating
against the second (Figure 3.1). In this chapter, this approach is first explained
and verified. Next, the use of a high speed image rotation engine for detection of
camera rotation is elaborated. Since specialized hardware offer faster performance as
compared to its software counterparts, the various hardware approaches that exist
for performing rotation of images are studied. The limitations of these methods in
achieving a high performance rotation, especially for high resolution images, are then
understood. Novel strategies for high throughput image rotation are proposed. Area
time benefits, accuracy and scalability of the proposed method are evaluated against
existing methods.

3.1

Exhaustive rotation approach

A flowchart in Figure 3.2 explains this method of angle detection. The inputs to
this system are two images, let us call them imagei and image?. Let us assume
that the camera has been rotated by a small angle 6 after capturing imagei and
before capturing image?- The first step in this process is to rotate imagei by a
33
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Figure 3.1: Detection of camera rotation
random angle a to get rotJmage\.

Then, an image correlation operation between

rotJmagei and image?, is performed to quantize the degree of match between them.
Let us call this correlation value as cor. This correlation value is stored and the entire
process is repeated for a new value of angle a. The maximum of these correlations
is computed and the angle giving this maximum correlation is also noted. The
negative of this angle that gives the maximum value of cor is taken as the angular
displacement between imagei and image?. The negation is performed because if
the camera is rotated in the clockwise direction, then image? would be in an anticlockwise orientation compared to imagei and vice versa. This is better illustrated
in the example in Section 3.1.1.

3.1.1

Proof of concept

The entire method was functionally verified using MATLAB using the images captured from the experimental setup, as explained in Chapter 2, Section 2.5. For the
correlation step, input images need to be of the same size. But due to rotation,
rotJmagei is usually larger with many padded white pixels (as seen in image? of
Figure 3.2). In order to circumvent this problem, rotJmagei is cropped to the same
size as imagei and the correlation is performed only on the central portion of the
two images.
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Figure 3.2: Steps in 'exhaustive rotation approach'

(b) image2 (camera
rotated by -30°)
(c) rot_imagei (imagei
rotated by 30°)

Figure 3.3: Example of rotation detection

An example is shown in Figure 3.3. imagei and image?, are snapshots of a rolled
paper cylinder. After capturing imagei > the camera has been rotated by about -30°
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Figure 3.4: Correlation versus angle of rotation
to capture image2. In order to detect this angle through exhaustive rotation and
correlation, imagei was rotated by 15°, 30°, 45°, 60°, 75° and 90°. The rectangular
area marks out the regions that are being correlated. Figure 3.4 shows a plot of the
correlation value against each of these rotations. It can be seen that 30° rotation
produces the maximum correlation value of 0.95. It is to be noted that for the sake
of this experiment, only pure camera rotations were simulated (without any other
kind of movement), which justifies the high correlation output that is obtained.

3.1.2

Need for high speed rotation engine

To make the method truly exhaustive, it is desirable to rotate by more number of
angles before concluding the angle based on the highest correlation value. In other
words,the resolution of angles considered for rotation should be increased. However,
for this to be feasible in real time, the rotation and image correlation should be done
efficiently. This necessitates a high speed rotation engine, which would be specially
beneficial for processing endoscopic images of high resolution, an increasing trend
in the medical field. In this chapter, methods for high speed image rotation engine
are explored. The next section explores the various options that are currently avail-
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able for performing image rotation. Hardware architecture for rotation of images are
studied closely as they offer benefits for high performance.

Image correlation is performed by directly using the MATLAB functions in order
to verify the results. There is scope for future work in speeding up the image correlation process as well, which is not tackled here. The rest of the chapter focuses on
image rotation techniques and architectures.

3.2

Existing hardware for image rotation

Conventional rotation of images involves performing trigonometric computations on
each image pixel. Previously reported hardware implementations for image rotation
rely on LUT (Look-Up Table) or CORDIC (Coordinate Rotation Digital Computer)
based methods to simplify the complex trigonometric operations. CORDIC [46] is
capable of performing a series of micro-rotations on a vector lying on the X-Y plane
over a desired input angle using simple add-shift operations. However, the iterative
nature of CORDIC can lead to performance degradation, especially for images of
high resolution. An alternative technique to overcome the inefficiency of the trigonometric computations is by employing a LUT to store all the possible sine and cosine
values. However, since the size of the LUT is governed by the resolution of angles
that can be rotated, the hardware cost incurred becomes undesirable for applications
that require high rotation resolutions.

Till date, there has been very limited reported work on hardware implementations for
image rotation. Two notable contributions are found in [47] and [48], which employ
LUT-based and CORDIC-based methods respectively.
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3.2.1

LUT-Based Implementation

Bhandarkar and Yu [48] proposed an image rotation engine that is based on mapping
of pixels along a skew raster scan line in the source image to a horizontal scan line
in the rotated image space. The skew lines are parallel to each other in the source
image and inclined at an angle - 9 to the horizontal where 9 is the specified rotation
angle. The design makes use of an LUT to store the sine and cosine values, which
are required for computation of the initial rotated position. Due to the backward
mapping of the pixels onto the rotated image, the holes or measles that are normally
introduced in the rotated image have been eliminated.

However, the throughput is still limited since there is no parallelism exploited in
this architecture. Although this technique has scope for parallelism, it would incur
a computational overhead and a significant increase in hardware cost. It has been
shown how the bulk of the operations can be handled by just additions. However, it
becomes inevitable to perform at least one set of multiplication operations to obtain
the address of the first pixel in the first scan line. This is because only sine and
cosine values are stored and computations resembling equations 3.2 are mandatory
to obtain the starting address of the first skew line, before generating the remaining
addresses by simple additions. This overhead becomes more prominent when the architecture is parallelized. Moreover, it does not scale well for applications requiring
high rotation resolutions. For example, if the resolution of the rotation is made finer
(e.g. 0.1° instead of 1°), the memory required to store the sine/cosine values will
increase by ten times.
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3.2.2

C O R D I C - B a s e d Implementation

Pixel-by-Pixel CORDIC-based Rotation
The CORDIC engine can be employed to improve the hardware efficiency of image
rotation systems that are based on computing transformations on each image pixel
[49]. Let (x',y') be the coordinates of a pixel, which has been rotated by an angle
of 4> where (x0,yo) is the original position of the pixel. Equations 3.1 show the
relationship between (x',y') and (#o,2/o), w n e r e <$ = + V

—

1 when (f> is +ve/ — ve.

x' = cos4>(xo — SyotarKp)

(3.1)

y' = cos(p(yo + Sxotan<f>)

The CORDIC algorithm, which was developed by Voider [46], can be used to reduce
the complexity of the trigonometric computations in Equation 3.1. The CORDIC
computation performs a series of micro-rotations on a vector lying on the X-Y plane
over a desired input angle using simple add-shift operations. The algorithm is based
on the principle that any angle can be approximated as a summation of n micro
angles of the form arctan(2~1) (i.e. <j> « ]C"-i ±arc£an(2 -1 )). The equations for the
CORDIC micro-rotations shown in Equation 3.2 can be derived from Equation 3.1
by replacing the multiplication with simple shift operations by i positions.

xi+l

= k(Xi - %2"«)

yi+1

= k(yi - 5iXi2~%)

(3.2)

Image rotation architectures that rely on the pixel-by-pixel transformations are intensive in CORDIC computations. In the recent past, there have been many attempts
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to improve the performance of the CORDIC engine, which include use of redundant
number systems [50] [51] and architectural improvements such as pipelining and parallelism [52], Although these advancements have shown tremendous improvement
in the CORDIC algorithm, the number of CORDIC operations still remains as the
bottleneck that restrict the throughput of the architecture. This is exacerbated in
systems that process high resolution images, as the number of CORDIC computations increases proportionally with the number of image pixels.
Pipelined-Parallel Architecture
Ghosh and Majumdar [53] [47] proposed schemes to reduce the number of CORDIC
computations in an image rotation system. In [53], a pipelined-parallel architecture
for image rotation using CORDIC was proposed where a 512 x 512 image is first
divided into an 8 x 8 window grid. The rotated positions of the centers of the 64
window grids are first calculated using the CORDIC engine and stored in the initialisation stage as shown in Figure 3.5. In Pipeline Stage A, the relative rotated
offset of each pixel with respect to its window center is computed using the CORDIC
engine. Only the pixels of a single window are considered for the offset computation,
as the relative offsets of the corresponding pixels in each window are the same. In
Pipeline Stage B, this offset is added in parallel to the 64 rotated window centers
using local adders to generate the rotated positions of the 64 corresponding pixels
simultaneously. The CORDIC engine employed for a 512 x 512 image in [53] performs 12 CORDIC iterations with 20-bit data path width.

The bottleneck of this approach arises from the iterative CORDIC micro-rotations.
Firstly, the approach has high initialisation latency, as 64 CORDIC computations
are required to obtain the rotated window centers. In addition, the CORDIC computations are required in Pipeline Stage A for each pixel in a single window. This
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incurs an additional 64x64 = 4096 CORDIC calculations, which contributes to high
overall latency.

CORDIC

•*
*.
..• • •
•

rotated centers

•

•

•

•

INITIALISATION:
tabulation and storage of

•

{>

Ceafers Of 8*8 Window Grid

Centers

p

PIPELINE STAGE A:
Calculation of offset

Sirvgie Window

PIPELINE STAGE B:
parallel addition of offset to centers
64 Local Adders
''•

8*8 Memory storing Rotated
Centers

Figure 3.5: Illustration of Rotation Method in [53]

3.3

Proposed Image Rotation Technique

The image rotation scheme proposed in this thesis addresses the computational bottleneck of the approach in [53], without the need for large LUT. The following schemes
have been proposed to increase the throughput of the rotation process:
1. Employing a hierarchical approach to generate the rotated centers in order to
significantly reduce the initialisation latency
2. Exploiting the symmetrical characteristics of the image coordinate system to
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further reduce the number of CORDIC computations for calculating the rotated
centers
3. Replacing the CORDIC computations in the offset calculation with additions
by exploiting the order of the pixel coordinates.

3.3.1

Hierarchical Approach for Generating Rotated centers
Layer 2

/
/

A

•

*B

•

#

Layer 1

Layer 3

c

Figure 3.6: Hierarchical rotation of centers
This method aims to reduce the number of CORDIC computations in the initialisation stage by recursively partitioning the image into hierarchical quadrant layers. To
explain this method, we take the example of an 8x8 window grid and its 3 hierarchical quadrant layers as shown in Figure 3.6. A window center lies in a single quadrant
in each of the 3 quadrant layers. In the example shown, center P has A, B, C as its
set of identifying quadrants in Layers 1, 2 and 3 respectively. The rotated position
of any center P (with respect to the image center) is equivalent to the sum of the
rotated positions of the centers of the identifying quadrants with respect to the Layer
centers. Thus, the number of CORDIC operations to obtain the 8x8 window centers
can be reduced by computing only the rotated positions of the 4 centers of each layer,
and subsequently generating the rotated positions of all the centers through various
addition combinations of the 12 centers. This has effectively reduced the number of
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CORDIC computations from 64 to 12.

As described in [53], having a larger dimension of window grid can lead to increased
performance, as there will be lesser number of offset computations in Pipeline Stage
A (see Figure 3.5). This implies that the proposed method can employ larger number
of hierarchical layers to improve the performance. However, increasing the number
of hierarchical layers necessitates a larger number of additions to obtain all the rotated window centers in the initialisation stage. Hence, the choice of the number of
hierarchical layers affects the overall performance. This will be discussed in more
detail in Section 3.6.4.

3.3.2

Exploiting Symmetrical Characteristics to Reduce
CORDIC Computations

We can further reduce the number of CORDIC computations in the initialisation
stage by exploiting the fact that the coordinates of the window centers in the hierarchical layers are symmetrical about the coordinate axes. Hence, in hierarchical layers
with the same number of horizontal and vertical pixels, we only need to perform the
CORDIC computations on a single representative center of the layer. The remaining 3 image centers can be inferred by exploiting the symmetrical characteristics of
the coordinate system. In the case of hierarchical layers with different number of
horizontal and vertical pixels (rectangular images), 2 CORDIC computations are required. It is noteworthy that the inference of the remaining window centers requires
at most a simple negation. Figure 3.7 illustrates this notion of inferring the rotated
window centers based on the symmetrical characteristics of the image. For example,
by computing (x',y'), the rotated position of (x,y), we can easily infer the rotated
positions of (x, — y), (—x, —y) and (—x,y). This has led to further reduction in the
number of CORDIC computations from 12 to 3.
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Figure 3.7: Inferring rotated pixel value based on image symmetry

3.3.3

Generation of the Pixel Offsets

In this section, we propose a hardware efficient technique to reduce the computational
complexity of Pipeline Stage A (see Figure 3.5). In [53], the offsets of each pixel in the
64x64 window are computed using the iterative CORDIC computations. However, if
the pixel coordinates are provided in a consecutive order for the offset computations,
it is sufficient to calculate the offset of just one pixel, and increment the result with
a regular value (of sincfi or coscj)) to obtain the offsets of the neighbouring pixels.
The explanation to this can be obtained by analysing Equation 3.2 for input values
(x, y), (x + 1, y) and (x,y + l), since neighbouring pixels differ by exactly 1 unit. The
flowchart shown in Figure 3.8 elucidates the process. This reduces the 642 CORDIC
computations to mere additions.

3.3.4

Illustration of proposed m e t h o d

In order to illustrate the proposed method for generating the rotated positions of
the centers, we refer to Figure 3.9. Figure 3.9 (a) shows a 512 x 512 image divided
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Figure 3.9: Layer centers with hierarchy 2
into 4 x 4 window grids and hierarcy is taken as 2. The centers of each of the 16
window grids is shown. Figure 3.9 (b) and (c) show the quadrant layers, with the
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Table 3.1: Illustration of proposed rotation method
Angle = 30, Hierarchy = 2
Center

Method of Generation

Rotated X Coordinate

Rotated Y Coordinate

Step 1: Generation of A'l and A'2 using CORDIC
A'l

using CORDIC

146.2

-106.7

A'2

using CORDIC

73.1

-53.4

Step 2: Generation of B', C and D' by Symmetry
B'l

-A'ly,A'lx

106.7

B'2

-A'2y,A'2x

53.4

73.1

-146.2

106.7

C'l

-A'lx,-A'ly

C'2

-A'2x,

-A'2y

D'l

A'ly,-A'lx

D'2

A'2y,

-A'2x

146.2

-73.1

53.4

-106.7

-146.2

-53.4

-73.1

Step 3: Generation of O'
A'l + A'2

219.3

-160.1

A'l + B'2

199.6

-33.6

U

A'l + C'2

73.1

-53.4

O'

A'l + D'2

92.9

-179.8

( >

~ A\A2

n'
U

AIB2
A1C2

W
O'
BIA2

B'l + A'2

179.8

92.9

O'

B'l + B'2

160.1

219.3

O'

B'l + C'2

33.6

199.6

O'

B'l + D'2

53.4

73.1

n'

C'l + A'2

-73.1

53.4

KJ

C'l + B'2

-92.9

179.8

W
O'
C1C2

C'l + C'2

-219.3

160.1

O'

C'l + D'2

-199.6

33.6

O'

D'l + A'2

-33.6

-199.6

O'

D'l + B'2

-33.6

-199.6

n'

D'l + C'2

-179.8

-92.9

O'

D'l + D'2

-160.1

-219.3

'~/BlD2
C\B2

°DID2

corresponding representative centers denoted by A\ and A2.

Table 3.1 shows each of the steps in generating the rotated positions of all the
sixteen window centers, for an angle of 30°. The first step is to compute the rotated positions of A\ and A2, the representative centers of the two layers. This is
computed using the CORDIC engine and the rotated positions are denoted by A'l
and A'2 respectively. In the second step, exploiting the symmetry characteristics as
explained in Section 3.3.2, we compute the rotations of the remaining layer centers,
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B'l, B'2, C I , C"2, D'l and D'2. The third step shows the generation of the rotated
positions of the 16 window grids using the results obtained in steps 1 and 2. This
is shown in Table 3.1. The centers are labeled based on the layer centers that are
added to generate them. For example, 0'MD2 is generated by addition of A'l and
D'2, and so on. This illustration shows that the number of CORDIC operations for
2 hierarchical layers is reduced from 16 to 2.

Once the rotated positions of these centers are obtained, they are added with the
pixel offsets generated using Figure 3.8 are added in parallel to corresponding points
using the local adder array to obtain the final rotated pixel-coordinates.

3.4

Rotation system overview

The overall rotation process can be broadly divided into the generation of rotated
centers and generation of offsets, running on similar lines as [53]. For illustration
purpose, we fix the number of hierarchical layers as 3, and we assume that the hierarchical layers have equal number of horizontal and vertical pixels. Figure 3.10
depicts the main computations involved. The rotated position of a single window
center from each hierarchical layer is first computed using CORDIC. Subsequently,
the rotated values of the remaining window centers in the hierarchical layers are
inferred through the 'Symmetry-based Inference Unit'. As discussed earlier, this requires at most a simple negation operation. The outputs of this unit are added in
different combinations to generate the 8 x 8 rotated-positions of the window grid
centers. The various addition combinations are generated using a control signal and
the values are routed to the adder through multiplexers (MUX). The outputs of the
adder correspond to the rotated positions of all the 64 window grid centers, which
are stored in the memory to be used in the next stage.
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To generate the pixel offsets, the sine and cosine value of the angle are obtained
using the CORDIC engine. Then rotation is performed on the first pixel of the window, (1,1), using the CORDIC engine to generate (x',y').

Subsequent offsets are

obtained by incrementally adding the sine and cosine values to (x1, y') as described
in Figure 3.8. As these offsets are generated, they are simultaneously added to all
centers using the local adder array to obtain the final rotated pixel-coordinates.

3.4.1

Accuracy analysis of the proposed system

The accuracy of the proposed image rotation system is governed by two factors:
1. interpolation scheme employed in the image rotation system
2. error of the rotated pixel position, which are elaborated in the sections to
follow.
A certain degree of accuracy of the final rotated position is often needed in order to
choose certain interpolation schemes. It is worth mentioning that the proposed system can employ various interpolation schemes based on the application's requirement
by utilizing a CORDIC implementation with sufficient accuracy.
Interpolation schemes
Conceptually, an image rotation requires two steps: a coordinate system transformation followed by pixel interpolation. Interpolation is necessary when the transformed
pixel positions do not coincide with the original pixel positions. New pixel values are
obtained by interpolating the original pixels in the neighbourhood of the transformed
pixel position. There are many popular interpolation functions, which include nearest neighbour, bilinear, bicubic polynomial, cubic spline and Gaussian [54]. The
proposed system can easily accommodate any of these interpolation schemes. The
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choice of interpolation scheme involves three main considerations, which are discussed
below:
1. computational cost: There is a direct cost consideration when choosing among
these interpolation kernels. For example the nearest neighbour requires the
least number of computations as no arithmetic operations are needed. The
interpolated output data point is assigned the value of the nearest sample
point from the original data. As mentioned in [55], cubic interpolation requires
40% fewer multiplies than bicubic interpolation.
2. required quality of the final image: The other consideration when choosing the
interpolation methods is the desired accuracy of the final image. Each method
has a capacity to reconstruct the sampled image with a certain degree of exactness. It can be seen in [55] that of all the interpolation methods considered,
the nearest neighbour introduces noticeable noise and jagged edges.
3. accuracy of the rotated pixel position: Another important issue that accompanies the choice of the interpolation method is the accuracy of the rotated
pixel position, which has to match the size of the interpolation kernel. In other
words, if the rotated coordinate is of 1-pixel accuracy, then only the nearest
neighbour method would be feasible. The other two methods require sub-pixel
accuracies of the coordinate position. For example, in [54], to implement the
Gaussian interpolation each destination pixel is treated as an array of 65 x 65
subpixels.
Accuracy of rotated pixel position
In this section, we describe the quantization errors that affect the accuracy of the
final rotated coordinate position in our system. As described in [56], the CORDIC
algorithm inherently suffers from 2 types of quantisation errors. The first is due to
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approximation of the angle arising from finite number of micro- rotations and the
second is because of usage of finite length registers in the CORDIC data path.

The first type of error is inherent in the CORDIC algorithm and is dependent on the
number of iterations that are chosen. However, the second type is purely a design
issue since it is affected by the size of the finite-length registers. In the proposed
approach, error would be introduced due to the large number of additions during the
offset computations. The proposed technique provides a means for design exploration
based on accuracy and area trade-offs. Simulations for register lengths varying from
12 to 32 were performed for a 512 x 512 image. The maximum error is defined as the
average of the maximum errors along the x and y directions, \max(error-)+max(errory)];
where errorx and errory are the maximum errors in the x and y coordinates respectively. For each data-path length, this error is recorded for all angles, and the
maximum of these errors is plotted on a logarithmic scale as shown in Figure 3.11.
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Figure 3.11: Rotation position accuracy versus operand length
It can be observed that the error decreases exponentially with increasing operand
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length and becomes negligible for very high operand lengths. As mentioned earlier,
the choice of interpolation method is application specific and the rotation schemes
proposed in this thesis are independent of it. The various interpolation schemes
can be adopted by altering the register length to provide for sufficient accuracy. In
the remaining sections, we adopt the same interpolation scheme as [53], which is
the nearest neighbour interpolation method, in order to compare between the two
systems.
Choice of data width
We will show that any additional error that is induced due to fixed register sizes can
be offset completely by extending the data width. To illustrate this, we choose the
image size as 512 x 512, the interpolation scheme as nearest neighbour and to keep
the error comparable to that in [53], we replace the registers and adders of length 20
(as in [53]) with those of length 25. As mentioned earlier, the number of hierarchical
layers was chosen to be 3 to keep the window sizes comparable. Figure 3.12 shows
the plot of average error per pixel for the proposed method with the register length
of 20 and 25. The error is obtained by comparing the results with the conventional
rotation method that performs the CORDIC operations on each pixel in the 512 x 512
image. The outputs (rotated x and y coordinates) were compared with pixel-by-pixel
rotation method for all angles from 0° to 45° with 1° resolution.

3.5

Extending to higher resolution images

In this section, a new parameter called Hierarchy (or h) is introduced that enables
us to study the proposed method across a wide range of area-time measures. The
parameter h refers to the number of layers that the image is broken into before the
proposed techniques are applied. The extreme cases are h = 0 and h = log2m where
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Figure 3.12: Higher datawidth to hide extra quantization errors
m refers to the length on the square image.

(i) h = 0: With no hierarchy, the initialization phase is eliminated since the image
center is the only center to be rotated (with respect to itself and hence redundant)
and the entire image becomes the window for offset generation. Using the proposed
engine, the computations involved would be only additions with 2 CORDIC operations. One of the main limitations of this set up is that it cannot be parallelized since
pixels need to be fed in successive order (Figure 3.8). In addition, larger window sizes
will lead to higher quantization error.

(ii) Maximum possible h: With the maximum hierarchy of log2m, each pixel becomes a center and this implies the entire computation is done in the initialization
phase. Pipeline stages A and B (Figure 3.5) now become redundant.

The choice of this parameter exerts a push-pull effect on the initialization latency
and the offset generation. For example, lower levels of hierarchy will lead to larger
window sizes, and this increases the latency of the offset computation. Alternatively,
higher levels of hierarchy lead to more additions of the layer centers to obtain the
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rotated positions of the centers in the initialization phase. It is evident that the
optimal hierarchy lies somewhere in between these two extremes.

High resolution images can accommodate higher hierarchies because the large size of
the image allows breaking into many smaller layers. The results of a detailed mathematical analysis of how the area and time of the engine vary with varying hierarchies
are included in the next section. Expressions for latency and area of the rotation
engines in terms of h are derived that would help in making an informed choice of
the hierarchy. It will be shown that with higher hierarchies (higher values of h), the
proposed method starts to show more obvious benefits in terms of performance.

3.6

Image rotation engine: Comparative analysis

In this section, the proposed rotation engine is compared with the design proposed
in [53] in terms of design considerations, computational complexity, latency and area
of overall chip for a 512 x 512 image. A 12-iteration CORDIC engine is used. The
data width of the adders/registers used in the CORDIC engine for the method in [53]
and the proposed method are 20-bit and 25-bit respectively. The outputs of CORDIC
in Pipeline Stage-A (Figure 3.5) are truncated to 10 bits prior to the additions in
Pipeline Stage B. So, the data widths of the local-adders in both methods are 10-bits
wide. An 8 x 8 window grid is employed, which gives 64 window grid centers and a
window size of 64 x 64. To obtain this configuration, a hierarchy of 3 was chosen for
the proposed method. The latency estimates are obtained from the Passport 0.35 fu,
standard-cell library [57].
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3.6.1

C o m p u t a t i o n a l complexity

The entire rotation process essentially comprises of additions and CORDIC functions and these will be analysed for the reference method and the proposed method
using their system block diagrams shown in Figure 3.5 and Figure 3.10 respectively.
In [53], 64 centers are rotated during the initialisation phase and this accounts to
64 CORDIC operations. In the proposed method, 3 centers are rotated and subsequently 2 additions are performed for every rotated center. Hence, a total of 3
CORDIC computations and 128 additions are performed in the initialisation stage.
For the generation of the offsets, the technique in [53] performs a rotation for each
of the 64 x 64 pixels in the offset-window, accounting to 642 = 4096 CORDIC operations. In the proposed method, one CORDIC computation is performed to rotate
the first pixel of the offset-window and another CORDIC computation to obtain the
sine and cosine values of the input angle.

Subsequently, the remaining 4095 offsets are obtained through additions. Once the
offsets and the rotated centers are generated, the final phase is similar for both the
methods, where each offset is added to all the rotated centers using local-adders to
generate 64 rotated pixels simultaneously. The number of different computations
involved in each stage are summarised in Figure 3.13 and it can be seen that the
proposed method requires only 5 CORDIC operations as against 642 + 64 in the
method in [53].

3.6.2

Latency comparison

In this section, we estimate the latency of the CORDIC computations for the method
in [53] and the proposed method. Here, latency is referred to the total computational
time. It is assumed that all additions are implemented using CLA adders and the latency estimates are in terms of Full Adder Latency (TFA)- The estimated latency for
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Figure 3.13: Area, latency, computational complexity comparisons
an n-bit CLA addition is (log2n) x TFA. Hence, a 10-bit add-operation is estimated
to take 3.32TFA, 20-bit add about 4.32TFA and a 25-bit addition takes 4.6ATFA- A
CORDIC engine comprises of addition and shift operations. Assuming that the shift
operations are carried out through MUX-based (multiplexer-based) barrel shifters, a
maximum shift of 12-positions warrants 4 levels of MUX. So the latency attributed
to the shift operation is 4 TMUX, where TMUX is the latency of a 2-1 multiplexer.
A 12-iteration CORDIC operation involves 12 additions and 12 shifts and delay due
to use of registers. We assume that TF_F is the latency of a register. We can
also assume from [57] that T F _ F « TFA and TMUX ~ 0.65Tpvi. Based on these
values, the CORDIC computational latency for the method in [53] is 96 TFA (i.e.
TcoRDic-ref = [12 x (4.32TFA + TF-F + 4TMux)]) while that of the proposed method
is 99 TFA(TCORDIC-NEW

= [12 x (4.64T™ + TF-F + 4TMUX)}).

Hence, the initialisation latency for the method in [53] is Iref = 64 x 96 = 6144TFA
while that of the proposed method is Inew = 3x99+(64x2x4.64) = 891TFA. The initialisation stage of the proposed method is about 7 times faster now since the number
of CORDIC operations is reduced. Referring back to the pipeline shown in Figure 3.5,
the overall latency for [53] is Iref + (Q42TCORDic-ref) = 399360TFj4. For the proposed
method, the overall latency is given by 7neii) + ((64 2 -l) x 4.64)+ (2x99) = 19199TFA.
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The latency estimates take into the account the pipelined processing of the two
methods. For method [53], the CORDIC computations in Pipeline Stage A are done
in parallel with the additions in Pipeline Stage B (see Figure 3.5). The latency of
CORDIC in Pipeline Stage A is more time-consuming than the latency of the additions in Pipeline Stage B. Hence, the throughput of the pipelined implementation
in [53] is governed by the latency of CORDIC, and this is used for the pipeline latency
estimates. Similarly, for the proposed method, the addition with 25 bit operands to
generate offsets is done in parallel with the addition of offsets and rotated centers
using 10-bit operands. The former latency is therefore considered in the performance
evaluations.

Figure 3.13 summarizes the performance findings and it is evident that an overall
speed up of about 20 times is possible over the technique proposed in [53].

3.6.3

Area comparison

The architecture in [53] primarily comprises of a CORDIC engine, and 642 pairs of
local-adders. The area of the CORDIC engine used in [53], which has three 20-bit
adders and 20-bit registers (for each X, Y and Z datapath), a pair of 20-bit wide
barrel shifters and a memory table is estimated to be (20 x 3 x (2AFA + AF_F)) +
(20 x 2 x 4 x AMux) + (20 x 12 x AF-F),

where AFA, AF_F and AMUX correspond to

the area of a 1-bit Full Adder, Flip Flop and 2-1 MUX respectively. A 1-bit CLA is
estimated to occupy twice the area of a 1-bit serial adder. The memory is assumed
to be implemented as flip-flops and for a 12 iteration CORDIC, 12 arctan values are
stored. This requires an area of 12 x 20 AF_F.
that AF-F « IA3AFA

It can also be inferred from [57]

and AMux ~ 0A7AFA. Hence the CORDIC engine in [53] is

estimated to occupy about 534 AFA.
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Similarly, the area of the CORDIC engine used in the proposed method is about
668 AFA- In the proposed method, there is a CORDIC engine, a pair of adder-units
to generate the rotated centers and the offsets, and the 642 sets of local-adders.
The memory requirements to store the rotated centers is estimated to be about
64 x \0AF_F

= 723AFA-

All the local-adders in both methods are implemented as

10-bit CLAs. Assuming there are 64 pairs of them (one for each center's x and y
coordinates), the area is estimated to be 64 x 10 x 2 x 2AFA-

The adder-unit for

generating the offsets in the proposed technique comprises of 25-bit CLAs (area =
100 AF

A).

The area estimates are also summarized in Figure 3.13. It can be seen that the
areas of the two architectures are comparable with the proposed method showing a
marginal increase of about 3%.

3.6.4

Derivation of optimal hierarchy

The choice of the parameter h exerts a push-pull effect on the initialization latency
and the offset generation. For example, lower levels of hierarchy will lead to larger
window sizes, and this increases the latency of the offset computation. Alternatively,
higher levels of hierarchy lead to more additions of the layer centers to obtain the
rotated positions of the centers in the initialization phase. It is evident that the
optimal hierarchy lies somewhere in between these two extremes.

In order to obtain the optimal choice of hierarchy given an image of size m x m,
we first represent the overall rotation latency estimate in terms of number of additions for various hierarchies. In order to derive these figures, first the number of
CORDIC and addition computations contributing to the latency of the engine are
listed. Then, the latency of the CORDIC is estimated to be k times that of an add
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operation.

Derivation of k To derive k, we assume the requirement of 1-pixel accuracy of the
rotated position after truncation, since mapping is done onto a single pixel and no
interpolation is performed. For this, log2Tn iterations would suffice within a CORDIC
operation, each of which mainly comprise of one add one shift operation, apart from
the register delays. Assuming that barrel shifters are used for shifting, which are implemented as a tree of multiplexers and by obtaining the relative delay of a 2-1 MUX
with respect to a 1-bit Full Adder, we can estimate the latency of the CORDIC engine
to be 1.6log2m times that of an add operation. To get this value, we also assume that
the size of registers used for addition is n + log2n, where n is the number of iterations.

Figure 3.14 shows the expression for latency of rotation (in number of adds) for
the proposed method in terms of hierarchy h and image size m x m. It also shows
the latency for the method in [53] with fixed window size a x a.

Figure 3.15 shows a plot of the latency (in number of adds) in logarithmic scale
plotted against varying hierarchies. It illustrates that extreme hierarchies do not
lead to the most time-efficient implementation. Figure 3.16 shows the optimal hierarchy for images of varying image resolution. This corresponds to the hierarchy with
the minimum latency for various resolutions in Figure 3.15.
Method in Ghosh and Majumdar
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Figure 3.14: Latency expression as function of hierarchy
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3.6.5

Latency estimate comparison for varying hierarchies

'Gain' is defined as the ratio of the latency of the method in [53] to the optimal latency
of the proposed method. The latency measures are derived by employing the optimal
hierarchy referring to Figure 3.16. Figure 3.17 shows a graph of gain plotted against
varying image resolutions. It can be observed that there is a definite gain for all
resolutions. The gain becomes more pronounced for images of higher resolutions as it
increases in an exponential fashion. It is worth noting that in the initialisation phase,
the additions for obtaining the rotated centers are assumed to be sequential. In order
to further increase the gain, the local adders can be employed in the initialisation
stage to perform the additions for obtaining the rotated centers in parallel. Also, the
proposed system can employ improved CORDIC implementations to further increase
the performance gain. However, since the majority of the operations in the proposed
system consist of additions, the improvements in CORDIC will not lead to notable
performance gain.

3.6.6

Effect of changing hierarchy on Area

The memory area to store the centers in the initialisation stage increases with the
number of hierarchies. Furthermore, since the proposed architecture requires every
center to have a local adder for addition of the offset in Pipeline Stage B (Figure 3.5),
the adder area also grows proportionally. The number of such adders is (m/a)2 and
(m/2/i) 2 for the method in [53] and the proposed method respectively, which is the
same as the number of memory elements to store the centers. Treating the area of
one memory element with its local adder together as a unit a, we plot the area in a
for both methods in Figure 3.18. For the proposed method, the area corresponding
to the configuration giving optimal performance is considered. Both methods use
one CORDIC engine each and this area is negligible compared to the overall area
consumed by the memory and the local adders.
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As can be observed in Figure 3.18, the proposed engine is more favorable in terms
of area and latency for high image resolutions. It is noteworthy that this graph
takes into account the optimal hierarchy and hence the areas look unattractive for
lower resolutions. For cost sensitive solutions, a different hierarchy that leads to a
lesser optimal solution can be chosen to satisfy the area constraint and at the same
time sustain a considerable gain in performance. For example, the rotation engine
described in Section 3.6 is 20 times faster with almost no increase in area. Further
reduction of the area can be achieved by reusing a smaller set of adders for the
computations.

3.7

Application to Endoscopy

In this section, the application of the proposed method for endoscopic images are
discussed. The proposed image rotation method deals with only the coordinates of
the image and not its gray levels. Hence, the performance and area costs of the
technique is independent of the image content and only depends on the size of the
image. A suitable hierarchy can be chosen based on the resolution of the camera
used in the endoscope, using Figure 3.16.

An example is shown in Figure 3.19. Two consecutive image frames (a) and (b)
are chosen are chosen from an endoscopy sequence such that the nature of relative
displacement is visibly only a rotation. The size of images (a) and (b) is 352 x 240.
A hierarchy of 4 was applied, and rotation of (a) was performed for all angles ranging
from 0° to 180°. The best match on applying correlation was found to be at 24°.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.19: Rotation technique applied to endoscopy images

3.8

Summary

In this chapter, a novel method for detecting pure rotations of the camera by processing pairs of images from the sequence was proposed. Novel schemes to notably
minimize the number of CORDIC operations to accelerate the process of image rotation were proposed. Hierarchical techniques to better manage the required number of
additions and CORDIC operations were employed, thereby providing for area-time
flexibility in the hardware realization. It has been demonstrated that this approach
provides for substantial speed up with acceptable increase in area cost when compared with existing techniques. The effect of hierarchy on the computational efficiency has been analyzed so as to identify the optimal hierarchy for a given image
resolution. In the case of 512 x 512 image, the hierarchy of 4 was shown to be optimal
although the maximum possible hierarchy is 9. It has been shown that the increase
in the data width to accommodate the total number of additions incurs marginal
increase in the overall hardware cost. The proposed technique is highly scalable and
lends well for high-speed rotation of high-resolution images.

After having tackled the problem of detecting pure camera rotations, the next important step in estimating camera motion is linear motion tracking (Figure 2.4). In
the next chapter, techniques for tracking of linear motion of camera will be explored.
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This is based on the study of the movement of feature points in an image sequence
captured by the endoscope. The proposed method will be demonstrated on laboratory captured images. It will also be shown that the same method can be extended
to detect rotations and a combination of linear and rotation movements as well.
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Chapter 4
Proposed method for measuring
linear motion of camera
In the previous chapter, we have seen methods to detect pure rotations of the camera in real time. However, in an endoscopic scenario, it is important to detect linear
camera motions as well. This chapter focuses on tracking linear motion of camera
through cylindrical endoscopic passages (Figure 4.1), by studying movement of feature points (FP). The outline of this method was presented earlier in Chapter 2. The
component image processing steps such as image pre-processing, feature point extraction, feature point tracking, image unrolling and analysis in the unrolled domain
are explained in this chapter. Novel methods to analyze and study the displacement
of feature points in an unrolled domain in a compute efficient manner are proposed.
It will also be shown how this method can be extended to detect rotations as well
as a combination of linear and rotation movements. The proposed steps and overall
method are verified using images captured in a simulated environment.
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Figure 4.1: Estimation of camera motion through FP movement tracking

4.1

Image pre-processing

Prior to extracting the feature points, the image is subject to a pre-processing step
to make the FP extraction easier. Since an edge-profile of an image would capture
the major distinct areas of the image, it is envisioned to prove useful to work on
this edge-profile as against working with the entire image. This not only helps to
reduce the data set, but also makes it easy for FP extraction, since it retains only
the important information. Regions showing high edge content usually indicate a
feature point that can be easily recognized and tracked. Smooth and even areas of
the surface would show no features and hence less information is available in the
edge profile. FPs are then more easily spotted from this edge profile than from the
original image.

4.1.1

Pre-processing using wavelets

To achieve this preprocessing prior to feature extraction, the images captured in the
simulated environment are subject to wavelet decomposition. This not only helps
to generate edges easily, but also helps to further reduce the data set by generating
thumbnails of varying sizes. This is explained below:
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1. Wavelets enable working on thumbnails of increasing size rather than directly
on the entire image. A mother wavelet is used to construct wavelets at different
scales (resolutions). A discrete wavelet transform (DWT) can be implemented
as a filter bank, which decomposes the original image into horizontal (H),
vertical (V), diagonal (D), and baseband (B) subbands, each being one-fourth
the size of the original image.
2. Within the thumbnail, wavelets further facilitate working only on edge-information.
The H, V, D and B subbands obtained from wavelet decomposition correspond
to the high frequency components (or edges) in the horizontal, vertical and diagonal directions respectively. This not only helps in making clear the feature
points which need to be extracted, but also helps in reducing the image data
for processing.
3. Wavelets offer benefits for feature point tracking, which will be explained in
Section 4.2.1.
After performing a wavelet decomposition, the horizontal, vertical and diagonal edges
are combined by simply adding and normalizing the values to generate a consolidated
edge image for further processing.

4.2

Feature point extraction and tracking

To facilitate analysis of feature point movement, any existing FP extraction and
tracking methods can be employed. Several feature point extraction and tracking
methods have been developed based on the nature of images and the application.
In [58], Thomas et al. use local features based on color information, gray-scale histograms, texture and shape properties for locating feature points for the sake of
medical image retrieval. In [44], Thorsten et. Al. use the Harris feature point detec68
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tor [59] for FP extraction and subsequently the normalized cross-correlation method
for correspondence analysis in order to perform 3D reconstruction of a scene from
an endoscopic image sequence.

Feature extraction produces quantifiable diagnostic data that would be useful in
detection of abnormalities such as presence of tumors etc. For example, [35] presents
a colorectal lesions detector, an innovative detection system to support colorectal
cancer diagnosis and detection of pre-cancerous polyps, by processing endoscopy images or video frame sequences acquired during colonoscopy. It utilizes second-order
statistical features that are calculated on the wavelet transformation of each image
to discriminate amongst regions of normal or abnormal tissue. An artificial neural
network performs the classification of the features.

In another example [34], features are extracted from endoscopic images of the colon
containing rich texture and color information. Novel schemes are developed to extract new texture features from the texture spectra in the chromatic and achromatic
domains, and color features for a selected region of interest from each color component histogram of the colonoscopic images. These features are reduced in size
using Principal Component Analysis (PCA) and are evaluated using Backpropagation Neural Network (BPNN). Based on the features extracted, image classification
algorithms are used to analyze and classify images into categories like healthy and
unhealthy regions. In [34], features extracted from endoscopic images were tested
to classify the colon status as either normal or abnormal. The classification results
show the features' capability for classifying the colon's status. Usually, this step is
followed by a clinical decision in terms of diagnosis of abnormalities or administering
treatment to the specific regions identified.
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FP extraction method used: In our method, feature points are to be extracted from
images that are reduced to edge profiles after pre-processing. The edge image should
now be further processed to segment out regions containing unique feature points.
Many criteria can be applied for this like selecting areas with highest entropy etc. In
the case of images captured in the simulated environment, the pre-processed image
mainly consists of white edges against a black background Hence, a simple thresholding operation was first applied to make the pixels 1 bit valued (1 for white and
0 for black). Subsequently, occurrences of 1 and 0 are counted within each image
sub-block and those giving the highest count for 1 are selected. This is because more
edge information correspond to greater content of unique information compared to
the black background.

FP tracking method used: Consider two consecutive images, imagel and image2
from the video, that are considered for processing. Any movement in camera causes
the feature points selected in image\ to be displaced in imager- In order to locate
the new positions of the FP, image?, is searched for similar image content as the FP
in imagel. Location of the FPs would give information about the displacement in
the positions of the FPs, which can further be used for estimating the linear distance
traversed by the camera. Image correlation was used as a measure to select the
portions within image? that match closely with the content of FP in image\. To
elaborate, each feature point is represented as a small image of size p x q, & subset
of image\. This sub-image is swept across image? of size mxn

and at each step the

correlation output between the FP and the overlapping area of image? is recorded.
The correlation is a measure of the degree of match between the two images considered. The position of the sweep when a high correlation value is noted indicates a
high probability of that being the new FP position.
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However, this may not lead to the correct tracking because of the following reason:
When the FP's move closer or further away, they are scaled up or down resulting in
low correlation peaks in spite of the search coinciding with the correct position. We
introduce a new parameter called s, denoting the scaling factor, imagei is scaled
by various values before performing the correlation. This correlation search is performed for a range of values s centered around 1. A value of 1 indicates no scaling,
which typically follows zero camera movement.

4.2.1

Benefits of wavelets for F P tracking

Wavelets not only help in making the FP extraction easy, they also facilitate easy
tracking of FPs. The reason is that the search can be done in an incremental fashion
by working first with the low frequency layers and iteratively refining the process with
higher frequency layers. A similar incremental algorithm called 'Iterative refinement
algorithm' using wavelets is explained in [60]. Also, since only important information
from the whole image is extracted, it enables working on a reduced data set, thereby
making it more compute-efficient.

4.3

Analysis of F P displacement: Estimation of
linear camera motion

After extracting feature points from the first image and matching their position in
the second, we have the initial and final coordinate values of the FPs. Now, these
displacements of FP positions are studied for estimating the linear motion and rotation of the camera. It was shown in Chapter 2 that a linear motion of the camera
into the cylindrical tract causes feature points to move radially outward or inward.
It is observed that the magnitude of displacement of feature points seen when the
camera is moved upward/downward along the main axis, is dependent on the relative
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distances of these points with respect to the camera. The points that lie physically
closer to the camera show a greater apparent displacement when compared to points
further away, for the same magnitude of movement of the camera. Points that are
closer to the camera lie on circles with a larger radius compared to points that are
further deep.

To verify that points at different depths show different apparent movements, an
experiment was conducted using the laboratory setup explained in Section 2.5. Figure 4.2 (a) shows a sheet of paper with markings that simulate feature points. This
is rolled into a cylinder and the snapshot of it is captured using the camera placed
above it (shown in Figure 4.2 (b)). The camera is now moved downward along the
axis by 4 cm and the cylinder is recaptured as shown in Figure 4.2 (c).
We now choose two points P and Q that are placed at different distances (depths)
from the camera. Point P is closer to the camera and is seen more toward the periphery of the image as compared to point Q. Pit Pf, Qi and Qj represent the initial and
final coordinates of P and Q, in the image coordinate system. Initial coordinates
are obtained from Figure 4.2 (b) and final coordinates from Figure 4.2 (c), using
MATLAB. AP and AQ represent the displacements of P and Q (Euclidean distance
from Pi to Pf and Qi to Qf). It can be seen from Figure 4.2 that the same movement
of the camera by 4 cm causes A P to be almost three times the value as AQ. This
shows that the apparent movement of P is higher than Q.

A consolidated value for camera motion is to be inferred from the various displacements indicated by the FP-pairs. We see that FPs situated at different depths undergo different apparent displacements, for the same movement in camera. Hence, to
determine the actual movement of the camera using the displacements of FPs, these
have to be standardized to even out the differences arising due to varying depths. To
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Figure 4.2: Inconsistency in displacement magnitude
standardize the readings that each FP-pair gives us, we perform an operation called
image unrolling followed by a tan-theta normalization. The process of unrolling sorts
points based on depth information and creates a depth profile. Tan-theta normalization is applied on this depth profile to even out differences due to varying depths
that were discussed above. These processes are explained in detail below and we
discuss how they enable camera motion estimation.

4.3.1

Image unrolling process

To explain the concept of unrolling, we make use of Figure 4.3. Figure 4.3 (a) shows
a cylinder and Figure 4.3 (b) shows the image as captured by a camera that is placed
at the opening of the cylinder facing its axis. The unrolling process is equivalent to
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cutting the cylinder along the dotted edge and flattening it into a 2-D surface. The
unrolled image is illustrated in Figure 4.3 (c).

Camera

4

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4.3: Image Unrolling Concept
Images captured by the camera along the axis of the cylinder reveal concentric circles,
as seen in Figure 4.3 (b). Mathematically, unrolling refers to the process of mapping
these circles of varying radii to straight lines of equal lengths, and then stacking
these straight lines together to provide a flattened view of the cylinder. The length
of the unrolled rectangle spans the angular range of 0° to 360° corresponding to the
mapped circles. The breadth of the rectangle is proportional to the number of circles
unrolled and stacked. The black band on the cylinder is revealed as a black patch
between two concentric circles when captured by the camera. On unrolling, this
band is displayed as a 2-D rectangle.
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4.3.2

C o m p u t a t i o n s involved in image unrolling

Consider a point P with coordinates (x, y) lying on a circle with radius r and origin
(:ro,2/o)) as shown in Figure 4.4.

B

Figure 4.4: Unrolling transformation
If P makes an angle 0 with the horizontal axis, then:

r =

yj(x - x0f + {y- yoY

9 =

tan' 1

(4.1)

fy-yo
X — X0

Let the dimensions of the unrolled canvas be L x B.

Point P would map to a

point P' with coordinates (x', y') after the unrolling transformation. Each line in the
transformed domain has a length L and corresponds to 2ir radians. This leads us to
equation 4.2:

L6
x

=

j/

=

2TT

B - r
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Clubbing equations 4.1 and 4.2, we get the transformation equations as below:
L tan~l (u=&)
x>

_

\X-XQJ

(4.3)

2TT

y' = B-

4.3.3

\J{x - x0)2 + {y- y0)2

(4.4)

Normalization

As explained earlier, unrolling sorts the points based on depth information. In other
words, each row in the unrolled domain corresponds to a ring of tissue at a particular
depth in the passage. The location of a FP in the unrolled image gives information
about its depth in the cylinder. The differences in apparent displacements of FPs
(refer to Figure 4.2) in the image domain are still carried forward in the unrolled
domain. Although unrolling helps to generate a depth profile by arranging the FPs
according to their depth in the cylinder, we still have not resolved the differences in
the displacements of FPs, which arise due to their location at different depths. We
now subject the depth profile obtained through unrolling to a normalization process
to offset these differences arising due to varying depths.

The first step employed is to express the depth of a point in the cylinder in terms of
its angle of view with respect to the camera. This is done because the mathematical
expression for the normalization is derived more easily using this angular representation of the depth information. To explain better, we make use of Figure 4.5, where C
refers to the camera capturing the image of the cylinder with radius R. Here, a refers
to the maximum field of view of the camera. When the camera is placed facing the
cylinder axis, the closest points on the cylinder captured by the camera (eg. point
P) lie at an angle of view of a. Point Q refers to a point lying at a greater angular
depth of thetax. When the camera is moved forward by a distance d, the same point
Q (let's call this Q') now has a different angular depth of 92.
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Figure 4.5: Expressing depth as a function of camera angle

In order to derive the angular depth of a selected feature point, the y coordinate
of that FP in the unrolled domain is studied. This is because the circular rings in
the image are stacked up vertically in the unrolled domain, which means the y coordinate represents the count of the circle that is unrolled. The largest circle in the
image is captured at the maximum field of view of the camera, a and has a radius
of Rim.

The depth of this circle in the unrolled domain is also given by Rim. A

value of 0 in the y axis of the unrolled domain means an angular depth of 0°. The
angular depths of the rest of the positions are calculated proportionally within this
range of 0° and a. 9\ is calculated using the y coordinate of the initial position of
FP (Uinity) while 02 is calculated using the y coordinate of the final position of FP
(Ufinaly), as shown below in Equation 4.5.

01

UiniL a

e2

Ufinaly a

Riim
t*-XT\
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c

Projection of Cylinder
(Image Plane)
Figure 4.6: Angular view with respect to camera

P, Q and Q' of Figure 4.5 are shown in terms of a, 0\ and #2 in Figure 4.6. The plane
where P, Q and Q' are projected is taken as the approximate image plane. SQ in
Figure 4.6 refers to the angular displacement of point Q when the camera is moved
by d. This displacement SQ illustrates that a linear movement of the camera into the
cylinder along the axis makes the feature points move radially outwards, as shown
in Chapter 2. In the unrolled domain, this is reflected by a vertical displacement of
the points. For different depths of Q, the displacement SQ and the corresponding
displacement in the unrolled domain are also of different magnitudes. We need to
derive an expression for linear distance traversed by camera (d) in terms of the initial
depth of FP (9i) and final depth of FP (0 2 ), so that the depth information is factored.
Refering to Figure 4.5, we can deduce the following equations:

tan6\
tan02
d

R
D

(4.6)

R
D-d
R
(1
tanQz
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From Equation 4.6, it is seen that information on depth of feature point is factored
into the final expression of distance moved by camera. As seen in Figure 4.2, FPs at
different depths in the image show different displacements for the same movement
of the camera. Through this expression from normalization, the actual displacement
of the camera '<f is independent of the location of the FP chosen in the image. To
reiterate, unrolling facilitates deriving of &i and 02, which can further be used in
Equation 4.6 to deduce d. The distance d obtained above is the distance moved
downward by the camera in absolute units (in this case cm, since radius was also
measured in cm).

4.3.4

Verification of distance tracking

This analysis in the unrolled domain to detect linear distance traversed is verified
by using test images created using Microsoft Visio that mimics a sequence of images
of a cylinder captured with the camera placed at the axis, moving down linearly
along the axis. Figure 4.7 shows a set of images with the feature points moving
radially outward. To facilitate easy analysis of the FP displacements, FPs here are
obtained through manual mouseclicks at the markings and the center for unrolling
is fed into the program. The algorithm is coded in MATLAB to perform unrolling,
normalization and analysis.

Table 4.1 shows the coordinates of the feature points before and after unrolling.
Cinit and Cfinal refer to the initial and final coordinates of FPs respectively in
the cylindrical domain. Similarly, Uinit and Ufinal refer to the initial and final
coordinates respectively of the FP in the unrolled domain. 6\ and 92 are the angular
depths calculated using Equation 4.5. d is derived using Equation 4.6. The size of
the image is taken to be 256 x 256 and the radius of the cylinder is taken as 4 cm.
The diagonal of the image is taken as the diameter of the biggest circle captured in
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Image 4

|mage 3

Figure 4.7: Image sequence for detection of linear movement
the image, at the maximum field of view of a (22.2° in this case).

It is seen that all the 16 FPs considered indicate that the distance estimated is
about 1.74 cm when the first image pair (imagel and image2) is considered, which
means the motion of the camera is in a downward direction into the cylinder. The
second image pair also indicates a movement of the camera downward (FPs moving
radially outward) recording around 2.17 cm. The effect of normalization can be seen
by comparing the first and second image pairs. Although in the image, the second
image pair shows double the amount of FP displacement than the first, the distances
recorded do not follow the same ratio. As explained earlier in this section, the movement of points in the periphery of the image corresponds to a lesser movement of the
camera when compared to the same movement of points located at the image center.
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Table 4.1: Inferring forward distance of camera
Cylindrical Domain
Cinit
C final

Unrolled Domain
U final
$i = Uinity -T7
Image 1 & Image 2
(222, 176)
(220, 209)
0.38
(72, 176)
(71, 208)
0.38
(2329, 175)
(2329, 207)
0.38
(979, 175)
(977, 207)
0.38
(1135, 177)
(1134, 209)
0.38
(1270, 179)
(1272, 210)
0.39
(379, 176)
(377, 206)
0.38
(537, 173)
(535, 208)
0.37
(678, 176)
(677, 208)
0.38
(2017, 176)
(2017, 210)
0.38
(1872, 177)
(1871, 210)
0.38
(1730, 176)
(1730, 210)
0.38

(198,
(175,
(174,
(493,
(520,
(518,
(250,
(318,
(381,
(251,
(313,
(378,

251)
313)
378)
250)
316)
378)
199)
176)
177)
494)
517)
519)

(174,
(141,
(141,
(518,
(553,
(553,
(233,
(311,
(388,
(233,
(306,
(383,

(172,
(141,
(141,
(520,
(553,
(553,
(232,
(311,
(388,
(233,
(307,
(384,

233)
307)
382)
230)
308)
384)
173)
142)
142)
522)
552)
553)

(123, 199)
(82, 295)
(83, 394)
(569, 196)
(612, 298)
(610, 397)
(199, 122)
(301, 81)
(400, 83)
(199, 572)
(295, 610)
(394, 612)

(219, 207)
(71, 208)
(2332, 209)
(976, 209)
(1132, 210)
(1269, 210)
(377, 208)
(535, 207)
(677, 209)
(2018, 210)
(1871, 210)
(1730, 210)

(148,
(112,
(111,
(544,
(580,
(581,
(217,
(307,
(394,
(217,
(301,
(389,

(219, 268)
(70, 267)
(2330, 270)
(974, 270)
(1131, 269)
(1271, 270)
(376, 268)
(534, 268)
(677, 270)
(2017, 269)
(1874, 270)
(1728, 270)

(121, 200)
(83, 296)
(80, 394)
(569, 196)
(610, 298)
(612, 396)
(198, 123)
(300, 82)
(400, 82)
(201, 572)
(294, 611)
(396, 611)

233)
305)
384)
232)
308)
387)
173)
142)
143)
520)
551)
552)

217)
301)
390)
215)
302)
391)
148)
112)
114)
547)
580)
582)

:

=

Ufinaly^
0.45
0.45
0.45
0.45
0.45
0.45
0.44
0.45
0.45
0.45
0.45
0.45

Image 1 & Image 2
(222, 267)
0.45
(72, 269)
0.45
(2329, 267)
0.45
(974, 270)
0.45
(1132, 271)
0.45
(1273, 270)
0.45
(378, 268)
0.45
(535, 269)
0.45
(677, 269)
0.45
(2020, 270)
0.45
(1872, 269)
0.45
(1731, 270)
0.45

1.77
1.72
1.74
1.74
1.70
1.62
1.63
1.91
1.72
1.81
1.75
1.81
1.74

0.57
0.58
0.57
0.58
0.58
0.58
0.58
0.58
0.58
0.58
0.58
0.58

2.20
2.21
2.11
2.19
2.18
2.15
2.18
2.26
2.16
2.15
2.12
2.15
2.17

Image 1 &c Image 2
(220, 236)
0.58
(72, 238)
0.57
(2329, 240)
0.58
(977, 238)
0.58
(1130, 239)
0.58
(1272, 241)
0.58
(379, 237)
0.58
(536, 238)
0.58
(677, 237)
0.58
(2017, 239)
0.58
(1872, 239)
0.58
(1731, 240)
0.58

0.51
0.51
0.52
0.51
0.51
0.52
0.51
0.51
0.51
0.51
0.51
0.52

-1.04
-0.94
-0.95
-1.02
-0.96
-0.92
-1.00
-0.97
-1.06
-0.96
-0.99
-0.95
-0.98

The third image pair shows an upward motion of the camera since the FPs move
radially inward this time. This is reflected by a negative value (-0.98 cm) estimated
as the distance moved by the camera.

4.4

Extending method to detect camera rotation

Analysis of the image in the unrolled domain can be extended to study rotations of
the camera. Any movement of the camera in the cylinder causes feature points to
move in various directions. Unrolling standardizes the direction of motion and provides valuable information about whether the camera has been rotated or not during
the elapsed time interval. If the direction of displacement of all FPs is downward in
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the unrolled domain, that means there has been no rotation but a pure downward
motion (Figure 4.8 (a)).

For the case of just a pure rotation of the camera about the axis, the displacements of all FPs would be horizontal in the unrolled domain. (Figure 4.8 (b)). A
combination of rotation and linear motion of the camera, as seen in the unrolled
domain is illustrated in Figure 4.8 (c). Unrolling can be used not just for detecting
rotations, but also to monitor the amount of rotation. The greater the horizontal
component, greater is the rotation and vice versa. This is verified in Section 4.4.1.

For estimating rotations, there is no need for calculating angular depths of FPs
and normalization. This is because irrespective of how deep the points are in the
cylinder, the apparent rotations remain the same. Let us call the horizontal FP
displacement as AX. The ratio of AX to the length of the unrolled image directly
translates into the rotation of the camera. If AX tends to the length of the unrolled
image, then this reports the maximum rotation detectable by the method of 360°.
Depending on the location of the FPs, the system either reports a positive value
or an equivalent negative value for the rotation. This is verified by an experiment
discussed in Section 4.4.1.
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(a) Translation along axis

u w if ir u u u v

^c
Real Domain

Unrolled Image Domain

Image Domain

(b) Rotation along axis

Real Domain

C>

Real Domain

Unrolled Image Domain

Image Domain

(c) Translation + Rotation along axis

Unrolled Image Domain

Image Domain

Figure 4.8: Movement of feature points in different domains

4.4.1

Verification of rotation tracking

In section 4.3.4, the analysis of vertical components of the FP displacements in the
unrolled domain was verified for estimating linear motion of camera. Similarly, in
this section the analysis of horizontal components of FP displacement in the un83
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Image 4

Image 3

Figure 4.9: Image sequence for rotation detection
rolled domain is verified using test images for estimating rotation. Figure 4.9 shows
a sequence of images mimicking a scenario where the camera undergoes a series of rotation movements. To facilitate easy analysis of the FP displacements, FPs here are
obtained through manual mouseclicks at the markings and the center for unrolling
is fed into the program. The algorithm is coded in MATLAB to perform unrolling.

Table 4.2 shows the initial and final coordinate values of the 16 FPs chosen, in
both the cylindrical and unrolled domains (represented by Cinit, Cfinal, Uinit, and
Ufinal).

The horizontal displacement of the FPs is indicated by AX, which is

given by the difference between the x coordinates of the FPs in the unrolled domain
(Ufinalx - Uinitx). The length of the unrolled rectangle, L, is taken as 2400 units.
The ratio of AX to L provides the angle of rotation. It is seen that the magnitude of
rotation is estimated as the expected values of +22.5°, 45° (same as —315° reported
for some FPs) and -22.5°.
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Table 4.2: Inferring rotation of camera
Cylindrical Domain
Cinit
C'final

Unrolled Domain
Uinit
|
U final

AX

rot = ^ £ - x 360°
(L =
2400pixels)

Image 1 & Image 2
(174, 463)
(148, 480)
(121, 495)
(520, 230)
(545, 212)
(571, 196)
(232, 174)
(216, 148)
(199, 122)
(463, 520)
(479, 545)
(497, 573)

(142, 382)
(111, 390)
(82, 393)
(551, 308)
(580, 304)
(612, 298)
(311, 142)
(306, 111)
(301, 81)
(383, 552)
(390, 580)
(394, 611)

(2178,1291)
(2174, 1261)
(2178, 1230)
(979, 1291)
(978, 1259)
(978, 1229)
(379, 1293)
(381, 1263)
(381, 1232)
(1576, 1290)
(1577, 1260)
(1578, 1227)

(2328, 1293)
(2325, 1260)
(2328, 1232)
(1127, 1290)
(1128, 1261)
(1128, 1229)
(531, 1293)
(531, 1261)
(531, 1231)
(1728, 1290)
(1725, 1261)
(1727, 1230)

150
151
150
148
150
150
152
150
150
152
148
149

22.50
22.60
22.50
22.26
22.64
22.46
22.80
22.62
22.63
22.73
22.10
22.36
22.51

-2103
-2102
-2104
300
298
297
301
302
302
300
304
302

-315.40
-315.30
-315.40
45.00
44.70
44.55
45.15
45.30
45.30
45.00
45.60
45.30
44.97

-149
-150
-145
-147
-150
-156
-147
-148
-149
-147
-150
-147

-22.35
-22.50
-21.75
-22.05
-22.50
-23.40
-22.05
-22.20
-22.35
-22.05
-22.50
-22.05
-22.31

Image 2 & Image 3
(142, 382)
(111, 390)
(82, 393)
(551, 308)
(580, 304)
(612, 298)
(311, 142)
(306, 111)
(301, 81)
(383, 552)
(390, 580)
(394, 611)

(172, 233)
(147, 217)
(121, 202)
(523, 459)
(547, 474)
(574, 490)
(461, 171)
(477, 148)
(494, 122)
(233, 522)
(216, 547)
(200, 572)

(2328, 1293)
(2325, 1260)
(2328, 1232)
(1127, 1290)
(1128, 1261)
(1128, 1229)
(531, 1293)
(531, 1261)
(531, 1231)
(1728, 1290)
(1725, 1261)
(1727, 1230)

(121, 199)
(145, 217)
(172, 233)
(574, 490)
(547, 475)
(521, 459)
(461, 173)
(478, 149)
(494, 123)
(233, 522)
(217, 546)
(199, 572)

(80, 295)
(112, 301)
(142, 305)
(612, 397)
(581, 391)
(553, 385)
(388, 142)
(394, 113)
(400, 84)
(307, 552)
(301, 581)
(294, 611)

(221, 1231)
(222, 1261)
(219, 1293)
(1420, 1229)
(1422, 1260)
(1428, 1290)
(824, 1292)
(825, 1262)
(826, 1232)
(2018, 1290)
(2022, 1262)
(2021, 1230)

(225, 1293)
(223, 1263)
(224, 1233)
(1427, 1289)
(1426, 1261)
(1425, 1229)
(832, 1290)
(833, 1262)
(833, 1231)
(2028, 1290)
(2029, 1260)
(2029, 1230)

I m a g e 3 &: I m a g e 4
(72, 1230)
(72, 1262)
(74, 1292)
(1273, 1228)
(1272,1259)
(1272,1288)
(677, 1291)
(677, 1262)
(677, 1232)
(1871, 1290)
(1872, 1260)
(1874, 1229)

It has been shown how the motion vectors in the unrolled domain give information about the magnitude of linear movement of the camera as well as rotation.
The vertical component is directly related to the linear motion and the horizontal
component corresponds to the rotation of the camera. This combined approach to
tracking rotation and linear camera motions is shown in Figure 4.10 which shows the
flow between the various computational blocks for estimation of linear motion and
rotation of camera.
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Figure 4.10: Computational blocks for linear and rotation movement estimation

4.5

Results

For initial proof of concept and verification at each processing step in the project,
images in a simulated environment are used with a set up shown in Figure 2.5 in
Chapter 2. Subsequently, results are demonstrated on real endoscopic images in
Chapter 5.

4.5.1

Results: Image pre-processing

It was explained in Section 4.1 that wavelets are used for pre-processing the images
before extracting feature points. Figure 4.11 shows a sample result after applying
wavelet decomposition. The original sheet of paper (with markings simulating feature
points) that was rolled as a cylinder and its captured image are shown in Figure 4.11
(a) and Figure 4.11 (b) respectively. Figure 4.11 (c) shows a snapshot of the image
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decomposed into the three edge layers (H,V and D). Figure 4.11 (d) shows the
combined edge image after addition. Clearly, it is seen that the image after preprocessing now has been reduced to essential information about the unique patterns,
from which feature points can be extracted easily.

Figure 4.11: Edge extraction using wavelets

4.5.2

Results: Feature point extraction

As seen in Figure 4.11 (d), the pre-processed image mainly consists of white edges
against a black background. As explained in Section 4.2, this edge profile is subject to
a thresholding operation to convert it into a black and white image, thereby further
reducing the data to be processed for FP extraction. For FP extraction, regions
showing high edge content (reflected by white areas) are selected. Figure 4.12 shows
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(a)
(a) Edge profile (Combined H, V & D layers)
(b) Selected FPs
Figure 4.12: Feature point extraction
extraction of four such feature points corresponding to areas having highest white
content. When real images are considered, this becomes a more serious problem
since the wavelet decomposed edges would not offer such a clear distinction between
background and foreground.

4.5.3

Results: Feature point tracking

A correlation search is done to track the feature points just extracted. This is done
for a range of values for the scaling factor (Section 4.2), s, centered around 1.0. A
value of 1.0 indicates no scaling, which typically follows zero camera movement. In
the program used s values of 0.7 to 1.6 were chosen with an interval of 0.1. Figures
4.13 (a) and (b) show the edge profiles of imagei and image?, after the wavelet preprocessing. Figure 4.13 (c) shows the four FPs selected from imagei based on highest
edge content. The correlation search is applied to locate these FPs in image?, and
the results obtained are shown in Figure 4.13 (d). Figure 4.13 (e) shows a plot of
the correlation values for different values of s and reveals a peak at s = 1.5, which
implies that the FPs have been scaled up roughly one and a half times its original
size.
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Figure 4.13: Feature point tracking using correlation search

4.5.4

Results: Image unrolling

The unrolling method explained in Section 4.3.1 helps to transform the image into
an unrolled domain for analysis. In the overall method, this unrolling process is
applied only to the FPs selected to save computations. However, to present the
results of this step better in this section, unrolling is applied to the entire image,
captured using the experimental setup. All codes were written in MATLAB. Figure
4.14 shows a snapshot of the cylinder captured using the camera. Applying the
unrolling equations 4.3, we obtain Figure 4.14 (b).
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(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 4.14: Image unrolling experiment

4.5.5

Results: Normalization

In Section 4.3.3, it was explained that through the process of normalization, any
discrepancies arising due to variations in depth of the FPs are evened out. In the
overall method, this process of normalization is reflected in the computation of d,
the distance traversed by the camera (Equation 4.6). In this section, to present results better, normalization is applied to the entire unrolled image. This is done by
applying the same 'tan-theta' factor to the y coordinate of the unrolled domain. It
is expected that the circles lying deeper in the cylinder are represented as thicker
lines compared to those lying on the periphery of the image.
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Figure 4.14 (b) shows the unrolled representation of the image in Figure 4.14 (a).
This is without any normalization and it is evident that it is not in proportion. Figure 4.14 (c) shows the same image after subjecting it to normalization. Now, the
deeper regions of the cylinder stretch out, making the transformed image resemble
the sheet of paper before rolling (Figure 4.14 (d)). Some noise is inevitable due to
imperfections in the geometry of the test image.

4.5.6

Results: Combined m e t h o d for tracking linear motion
and rotation

To illustrate the overall combined method for tracking both the distance and rotation
of the camera, we consider a sequence of images captured by the laboratory setup.
Images of a rolled cylinder are captured from various heights of the camera. Frame!
was captured at a height of 30 cm from the ground and Frame! at 24 cm from
ground level, with no rotations of the camera. The rest of the intermediate frames
were captured with approximately 1 cm change in camera height. So the net distance
traversed by the camera is 6 cm and the rotation is nil, with a measurable accuracy
of 0.5 cm and 1° respectively. The size of the images are 640 x 480, captured using a
National Semiconductor LM9628 camera. It's maximum field of view is 22.5 degrees
and the radius of the paper cylinder used was 4.5 cm. Since it is a rectangular image,
it is assumed that the diagonal of the image subtends the maximum field of view
(Figure 4.6). Feature points are extracted, tracked and subject to unrolling using
MATLAB. The initial and final coordinate positions in the unrolled domain are now
analyzed.

The proposed method processes images in pairs where FPs are first located in the
first image and their corresponding locations are tracked in the second. These coordinates are further analysed to estimate the linear distance and rotation motions
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Table 4.3: Estimation of camera motion on image sequence
(*i>Vi)

Framel

tig

Frame2

j.

li.*

Frame2

it,,
11,1

(106,249)
(503,302)
(312,124)
(156,449)

Il„

(151,269)
(487,262)
(309,108)
(301,451)

(71,242)
(541,292)
(344,34)
(195,453)

111

9

(«ii.«Vi)

(76,1253)
(1300,1357)
(504,1322)
(2159,1260)

(uxf,

uyf)

(78,1240)
(1306,1354)
(501,1315)
(2161,1248)

(97,250)
(510,301)
(313,116)
(148,460)

(108,1288)
(1188,1307)
(604,1316)
(2117,1291)

(102,1279)
(1187,1300)
(606,1308)
(2112,1278)

(150,268)
(551,157)
(347,50)
(298,453)

(75,1290)
(939,1269)
(576,1248)
(1996,1348)

(77,1281)
(935,1258)
(574,1237)
(1969,1344)

^

^
JJ

,Vf)

y.
(159,271)
(544,166)
(349,61)
(301,450)

y/

(*f

(106,249)
(500,342)
(313,124)
(156,449)

y

Frame3

lilt

•tat

(118,253)
(498,339)
(316,130)
(166,443)

(142,265)
(490,260)
(307,100)
(298,454)

(56,236)
(550,289)
(342,17)
(188,459)

(86,1280)
(1036,1366)
(500,1283)
(1971,1352)

(92,1228)
(1172,1293)
(613,1227)
(2092,1298)

(89,1271)
(1034,1362)
(501,1274)
(1975,1348)

(95,1212)
(1168,1284)
(609,1210)
(2094,1289)

dist (cm)

rot (dog)

0.91
0.90
0.93
0.89

-0.33
-0.93
0.44
-0.23'

0.91

-0.27

0.88
0.86
1.05
1.34

0.90
0.22
-0.27
0.70

1.03

0.39

0.96
0.93
0.80
0.80

-0.31
0.60
0.28
-0.54

0.87

O.Ol

0.92
0.90
0.87
0.88

-0.47
0.24
-0.03
-0.53

0.89

-0.20

0.95
0.96
0.99
1.00

-0.45
0.62
0.51
-0.24

0.98

0.11

0.93
0.87
0.90
0.87

-0.39
1.35
0.56
-3.06

0.89

-0.38

5.57

-0.35

V -

* - \ *

(133,258)
(550,287)
(380,31)
(297,457)

(122,253)
(556,281)
(378,14)
(288,457)

(109,1261)
(1124,1308)
(623,1205)
(1975,1353)

(111,1249)
(1115,1301)
(620,1189)
(1995,1349)

of the camera. The coordinates of the feature points in the first image of the pair
are referred to as (a^y*) and the corresponding coordinates in the second are referred to as (xf,y/).

(uxi,uyi) and (uxf,uyf) are used to denote the initial and final

positions in the unrolled domain. The displacements are calculated and normalized
using Equation 4.6. Rotations are inferred from the horizontal components of FP
displacements, as shown in Section 4.4.
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Table 4.3 shows the initial and final coordinate values of the feature points in the
image as well as in the unrolled domain for every image pair. It can be seen that the
net distance moved by the camera as estimated by the system is about 5.57 cm. The
distance recorded experimentally was 6 cm, indicating a 7% error in the distance
measured using the proposed method. The rotation was detected to be a negligible value of —0.35°, which coincides with the experimental value since no camera
rotation was performed while capturing the images. The error noted in rotation is
0.09%.

4.5.7

Effect of radius and FOV p a r a m e t e r s

Table 4.4: Tracking Camera Distance for varying FOV and Radius of Cylinder

FPl
FP2
FP3
FP4
FPl
FP2
FP3
FP4
FPl
FP2
FP3
FP4
FPl
FP2
FP3
FP4
FPl
FP2
FP3
FP4
FPl
FP2
FP3
FP4

Varying Radii of Cylinder
Field of View (degrees) = 22.2
Radius
Dist
Dist
(Normalized)
(units)
(units)
0.320
1.428
0.224
1.000
1.5
0.423
1.889
0.442
1.974
0.426
1.428
0.299
1.000
2.0
0.564
1.889
0.589
1.974
0.533
1.428
0.373
1.000
2.5
0.705
1.889
0.737
1.974
0.640
1.428
1.000
0.448
3.0
1.889
0.846
1.974
0.884
0.746
1.428
0.523
1.000
3.5
0.987
1.889
1.032
1.974
0.853
1.428
0.597
1.000
4.0
1.128
1.889
1.179
1.974

Varying FOV of Camera
Radius = 2 units
Dist
Dist
(units)
(Normalized)
1.405
1.418
0.991
1.000
15.0
1.868
1.885
1.943
1.961
1.061
1.424
0.745
1.000
20.0
1.406
1.888
1.467
1.969
0.857
1.433
0.598
1.000
25.0
1.130
1.891
1.184
1.981
0.722
1.444
0.500
1.000
30.0
0.947
1.895
0.997
1.994
0.627
1.457
0.430
1.000
35.0
0.818
1.900
0.865
2.011
0.510
1.488
0.343
1.000
44.4
0.655
1.911
0.702
2.050

FOV
(degrees)

To calibrate the estimates derived in Table 4.3, the field of view of the camera and
radius of paper cylinder were set to be 22.2° and 4.5 units respectively. In this section we study the effect of offsets in these two parameters: field of view and radius
of cylinder. This analysis is useful in cases when these parameters are not easily
known, as in real endoscopy videos (Section 5.2). For this study, distance estimates
are computed for different radii of cylinder and for different fields of view of camera,
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for a given set of feature point locations. Since estimation of rotation is primarily
governed by the ratio of the lengths of horizontal motion vectors and the length of
the unrolled image, it not affected by these settings. Hence, only linear distance
estimates are considered.

Table 4.4 shows the linear distance estimates for four different camera movements,
normalized by dividing with the lowest distance obtained in that set. It can be seen
that the normalized distances remain the same irrespective of the value of radius
chosen. This is because the radius scales all outputs uniformly by a certain value
(4.6), resulting in the same amount of relative movement. In general, increasing the
radius causes larger unnormalized displacement values. However, changing the angle
of view results in small differences in distance estimates. This is plotted in Fig. 4.15.
It was found that a 100% offset in the field of view (FOV = 44.4°) leads to a difference of a mere 4.0% in the normalized estimate, for a displacement of 2 normalized
units, showing that the estimates largely remain the same for large variations in the
calibration parameters.

Feature Point Feature Point Feature Point Feature Point
1
2
3
4
OFOV = 15deg
B FOV = 30 dsg

BFOV = 20deg
• FOV = 35 deg

»FOV = 25deg
B FOV = 44 4 deg

Figure 4.15: Distance Estimate versus Field of View
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4.6

Discussion

The results for the combined tracking of camera rotations and linear movements are
obtained using 4 feature points in Section 4.5.6. It is noteworthy that using 4 FPs
per image pair is drastically lesser than the existing methods. For example, method
in [44] uses 930 feature points for tracking camera motion for a virtual endoscopy
application.

The proposed method presented in this chapter provides a quick estimate of the
rotation and linear motions of camera. The results reported a difference of 7% in
distance tracking and 0.09%, well within the measurable accuracy of the system.
Some of the potential reasons for inaccuracies in the system include:
• Imperfect geometry of cylinder: The mathematics behind the proposed unrolling method is for perfect cylindrical tracts, that project as circles in the
image. In the laboratory simulated images, sheets of paper were first rolled
into cylinders and any imperfections in this would cause errors in the analysis.
• Center for unrolling: Differences in the position of the center for unrolling due
to manual approximation could also cause variations in the output. In order
to have a good center estimation, an automated algorithm is proposed in the
next chapter.
• Barrel distortion effects of wide angle lens: In all the cases considered, there
is no visible distortion due to the camera lens. Hence the proposed method
remains largely unaffected by these changes. However, if the use of wide angle
lenses causes severe distortions, then it would introduce errors in analysis.
• 3D features: The feature points in a real endoscopy set up consist of three
dimensional polyps and other structures. If 3D features that extend into the
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tract significantly are chosen as feature points, then they may give misleading
information about their depth. In other words, the tip of a polyp present
close to the camera but extending into the cavity would give the same depth
information as another point that is present much deeper. To overcome these
differences, a possible approach is to process a larger number of feature points
and then take the median of the outputs.
It is also noteworthy that the proposed method works for dynamic conditions where
the feature points can change. If this system is used to aid in endoscopic re-traversal,
then it is not necessary that the conditions within the tract remain the same. In
other words, the distance and rotation tracked do not depend on which feature points
are chosen. Differences arising due to varying depths of FPs are nullified by the
normalization process. Overall, the motion estimated adopts a quick approach using
only a handful of feature points and is very suited to meet real time requirements.

4.7

Summary

In this chapter, the proposed method for estimating linear camera motion through
cylindrical passages is explained. Initial and final coordinate positions of the feature
points are obtained by employing image processing based FP extraction and tracking. Novel methods for analysis of feature point displacements in an unrolled domain
are proposed. An unrolling operation is performed followed by normalization to even
out discrepancies arising because of varying FP locations. It was shown that this
method can be extended to determine rotations as well. A combination of rotations
and linear motions can be detected by analyzing the horizontal and vertical components of FP displacements. All the proposed individual steps have been verified
using images in a simulated environment. Finally, the overall method for combined
tracking of rotations and linear camera motions is demonstrated on a sequence of
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image and the net distance and rotation estimated are verified against experimental
data.

So far, the unrolling operation takes the coordinate of the center as a manual input. This is not desirable for an automated real time solution. In the next chapter,
an improved version of this method is proposed where the unrolling process is automated to remove dependency on user input of the center.
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Chapter 5
Automated unrolling
In the previous chapter, the proposed method for tracking linear camera motion was
presented. Image unrolling forms an integral part of the proposed overall algorithm
as explained previously in Chapter 4. The suggested unrolling process in equation
4.3 takes the coordinates of the center as an input. Circles of varying radii with
respect to this center are mapped to straight lines in the unrolled domain. Manually feeding the center coordinates into the unrolling program implies intervention
of the user each time unrolling had to be done. This is undesirable for a real time
automated system. In this chapter, methods to eliminate dependence on an external
input will be explored. An algorithm is proposed that automates the entire unrolling
process by estimating the center coordinate through processing borders of the image.
The overall method, with automated unrolling and combined linear/rotation tracking is then demonstrated on sequences of real images using this improved proposed
technique.

5.1

Proposed method for center estimation

It is proposed here that instead of working with the entire image, only the left,
right, top and bottom borders of the image are chosen for processing. The center for
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unrolling is first assumed to be a random coordinate value (like the image center)
and then iteratively fine-tuned by combining the results obtained on independently
processing each of the sub-images (left, right, top and bottom borders), as explained
below.

The basic concept used here is that when the center assumed for unrolling does
not match with the correct center, then this error is reflected in the outputs generated by processing the borders. This error is fed back into the system for adjusting
the assumption iteratively till the outputs agree with each other. The top and bottom borders work as a pair together to give information about the Y coordinate of
the center. Similarly the left and right borders act as handles that help us infer the
X coordinate of the center. As the center estimate tends to the correct value, the
outputs of the four sub-images agree with each other and convergence is achieved.
Firstly, we discuss how left-right and top-bottom borders work as pairs to give information on the X and Y coordinates of the center respectively. Secondly, we analyze
the condition for convergence of the estimate with the actual center, where all border
outputs match (Section 5.1.2).

5.1.1

Relationship between border displacement estimates

(b)

w

Figure 5.1: Experiment to derive relationship between estimated center and reference
center, Q: reference center, A to P: assumed centers (a) initial image (b) final image
In order to derive a relationship between the border displacement estimates and
the assumed center for unrolling, the following experiment was conducted. A pair of
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consecutive images were taken from an image sequence, image\ (Fig. 5.1 (a)) and
image2 (Fig. 5.1 (b)). They are used as input images for estimating the distance
traversed by the camera. Let us select the left, right, top and bottom borders of a
particular width from both the images and call them borderi, borderR, borderr and
borders respectively, as illustrated on image2- Initial coordinates of feature points
are extracted from the borders of image\ and the corresponding final coordinates are
extracted from the borders of image2- Then, a center is assumed for unrolling and
the resulting outputs, i.e. the border displacement estimates are studied in relation
to the assumed center used for unrolling.
To study the effect of location of centers on these estimates, 16 different centers
are assumed for unrolling at 16 random positions, A to P as shown on image\ in Fig.
5.1. These are referred to as assumed centers or Cassumed- One feature point was
selected from each border, which was subject to unrolling using each of the assumed
centers A to P. Based on the unrolled coordinates, normalization was performed to
infer linear distance traversed by the camera. Table 5.1 shows the camera distances
(in cm) recorded by the left, right, top and bottom image borders, given by disti,
distr, distt and distb respectively.
Now, for the sake of the study, a reference center, Q Fig. (5.1) is manually
obtained by visual inspection. Let us call this center Creference as the coordinates
of Q will act as a reference. It can be seen from the Table 5.1 that for all the
assumed centers that lie above the Creference, i.e. A, B, C, D, E, F, G and H, the
distance recorded by the top border (distt) is greater than that of the bottom border
(distb). Working backward, this imbalance in distance can be used to infer that the y
coordinate of the assumed center should be adjusted to move it downward in the next
iteration. For the rest of the center positions, distb is higher than distt which means
the center should be moved upward. In a similar manner, the centers to the left of
the reference center (A, B, E, F, I, J, M and N) show that left border displacement
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Table 5.1: Relationship between border outputs
Assumed
center
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K
L
M
N
0
P

disti

distr

distt

distt,

Adjustment

2.06
1.10
0.69
0.49
2.20
1.12
0.72
0.50
1.78
1.02
0.67
0.48
1.29
0.84
0.59
0.45

0.40
0.62
1.04
1.75
0.45
0.77
1.43
3.41
0.47
0.83
1.63
3.98
0.45
0.77
1.35
2.50

1.33
1.88
1.96
1.56
1.04
1.24
1.27
1.10
0.69
0.84
0.78
0.78
0.53
0.62
0.63
0.59

0.62
0.59
0.48
0.38
0.95
0.85
0.62
0.44
2.18
1.31
0.88
0.81
5.15
1.80
0.89
0.64

-+

->•
<<-»
->
«<->
-»
<<-»
-»
<«-

1
I
1
1
1
1
1
1
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
T

estimate (disti) is greater than that of the right border (distr), indicating that the
center should be moved rightward.
This observation was made on a number of test images leading to the following
conclusion. When disti is greater than distr, the assumed center is left of the reference center and hence should be moved rightward. Similarly, when distt is greater
than distb the assumed center is above the reference center and should be moved
downward. Based on this, the direction of refinement as suggested by the left-right
and top-bottom output pairs is also shown in Table 5.1. The above observations are
summarized below:
Inferences 1:
• disti

> distr

^

Creference

lies right of Caasumed
• distr

> disti

^

C'reference

lies left of Cassumed
• distt

> distb

= • Creference heS b e l o w

CaSsumed
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• distb

> distt

=>• Creference

where disti,distr,distt

lies a b o v e Cassumed

and distb represent the distances of the camera as estimated

by the left, right, top and bottom borders.

5.1.2

Conditions for Convergence

From Inferences 1 listed above, we can estimate the approximate position of the
center for unrolling in order to further infer the motion of the camera. In this section,
we discuss the conditions that are satisfied by the border outputs when the assumed
center converges with the estimated center (i.e. Cassumed ~ Cestimate)-

Since the camera is assumed to be moving linearly along the main axis of the cylinder
in a symmetrical fashion, the distance recorded by the left, right, top and bottom
image borders are expected to match. The corollary of this statement is that, if
the left-right or top-bottom outputs do not match, the process of computing the
distances could be erroneous. Since the unrolling process largely affects the distance
measured, use of incorrect centers for unrolling would directly lead to wrong distances being estimated. In other words, when Cassumed ~ Cestimate, the linear and
rotation motion recorded by the four borders coincide.

In order to verify this, a series of MATLAB simulations were run where the center
estimates were made to vary and outputs were analyzed. Figure 5.2 shows image2
obtained after rotation of imagel with the feature points highlighted. The size of the
image is 424 x 424, with its correct unrolling center at the image center, (212,212).
In Figure 5.3, the X coordinate of the center is fixed at the correct location (212)
and the Y coordinate is varied from 0 to 424 (breadth of the image), i.e., CasSumed
is (212, y), where y 6 [0,424]. Figure 5.3 shows the linear motion of the camera, as
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424

424

(a)

(b)
Figure 5.2: (a) imagel; (b) image2
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Figure 5.3: Graph showing convergence of border outputs when Cassumed » Cestimate
detected by the four borders. It is seen that when disti = distr = distt = distb, then
the center position is (212,212), which equals Cestimate- When the correct center has
been used for unrolling, then distance recorded by all four borders coincide.

Similar tests were performed keeping the Y coordinate fixed and varying the X coor-
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dinate of the center. Similar graphs were produced where the point of convergence of
disti, distr, distt and disti, corresponds to the correct center for unrolling. Through
these tests, we conclusively show the convergence of all border outputs at the correct unrolling center. In the next section, an algorithm is devised for estimating the
center for unrolling using the border outputs.

5.1.3

Algorithm for center estimation

In Section 5.1.2, the conditions for convergence using the left, right, top and bottom
border outputs were discussed. The left-right and top-bottom borders are treated as
handles for refining the estimated center. The following algorithm has been presented
that estimates the approximate center for unrolling purposes, prior to inferring the
motion of the camera.

Algorithm 1 illustrates estimation of the center for an image size mxn.

We first start

with the initial center position to be the midpoint of the image, { y , f }• The distance
of linear motion is estimated after first performing an unrolling with this value as the
center. If the right border returns greater magnitude of displacement, then it means
that the assumed center is right of the actual center, so the x-coordinate is moved
leftward by A/, for the next iteration; vice versa for rightward refinement. Similarly,
if the top border returns a bigger displacement value compared to the bottom border, the center is shifted downward by A„. The rationale for this adjustment of the
center is derived from Inferences: 1.

When the direction for left-right or top-down adjustments change, the value of A„
and A/j are decreased accordingly to facilitate convergence. When the displacements recorded by the left-right and top-bottom pairs match (i.e, disti = distr and
distt = distb), we obtain a fair estimate not only on the amount of displacement, but
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Algorithm 1 Iterative estimation of center
1:
2'.
O'.
4i

image size := m X n
estimated center := (cx,cy)
Cy := &• / / variable updated iteratively
cx := ^
/ / variable updated iteratively

Qi
0'.
('.
8:
9l

e: = 0.05 //Tolerable discrepancy in border displacement estimates
dir^ //Horizontal direction for cx movement (left/right)
dirv //Vertical direction for c y movement (up/down)
Aft := 1 //Magnitude of horizontal refinement, 1: 20pixels, 2: lOpixels, 3: 5pizels
A v := 1//Magnitude of vertical refinement, 1: 20pixels, 2: lOpixels, 3: 5pixels
Perform unrolling using (cx,cy) to get disti,distr,
distt&distb
if \(disti — distr)\ > e t h e n
if (\di3ti\ — \distr\) > e t h e n
dirft := right //Move rightward
if if previous value of dir^ was left —> right t h e n
set Aft to lower value
end if
cx <— cx + Ah
goto 10
else
dirfr := left //Move leftward
if dir^ has changed direction from right —» left t h e n
set Aft to lower value
end if
cx «— cx - Aft
goto 10
end if
end if
if (\distt - distal) > c t h e n
if (\di3tt\ — |dist(,|) > e t h e n
dirv := down //Move downward
if dirv has changed direction from up —* down t h e n
set Au to lower value
end if
Cy «~ CV + At,
goto 10
else
dirv := up Move //upward
if dirv has changed direction from down —* up t h e n
set A„ to lower value
end if
Cy <— Cy — A V

goto 10
end if
end if
estimated center is cx,Cy

also on the location of the center.

Results of the automated method presented in this chapter are applied to real images
in Section 5.2.

5.2

Results on real images

In this section, we present results of the proposed method for center estimation on real
images, when applied to medical endoscopic images. Test videos of endoscopy were
first obtained from the El Salvador Atlas of Gastrointestinal VideoEndoscopy [61]
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and were subject to splitting into a stack of frames. Human esophageal endoscopy
was chosen since the esophagus closely resembles a cylinder. Also a video segment
where the movement of the camera is straight through the tract without too many
jerks and tilts is chosen so that the traceability of FPs is maintained between every
two frames. The frames are captured at the rate of 30 frames per second. The radius
of the esophagus and field of view of the camera for these videos were not available.
Based on the studies in Section 4.5.7 that these parameters do not largely affect the
normalized estimates, they were taken to be 2 units and 22.5° respectively.

5.2.1

Center estimation
Table 5.2: Estimation of center

Iteration No
Iterftl
Iter#2
Zter#3
Iter#A
Iter#5
Iter#%
Iterjfl

center coordinate
(176,120)
(186,110)
(196,100)
(206,90)
(201,90)
(196,95)
(198,93)

disti
2.10
1.31
0.78
0.47
0.52
0.68
0.61

distr
0.44
0.56
0.66
0.69
0.62
0.60
0.61

<^> amount
1
->
->
1
1
->
42
2
«-»
3
3

distt
0.22
0.29
0.37
0.45
0.50
0.44
0.47

disti,
1.09
0.82
0.59
0.44
0.45
0.52
0.48

t

T
T
T

-

1
T

-

amount
1
1
1
1
2
3
3

e : = 0.05

Image 1

A: Initialization of center (Iteration 1)
B: Estimated center (Iteration 7)

Image 2

Figure 5.4: Test image considered for center estimation algorithm
From this image stack, a pair of images is chosen to demonstrate the proposed center
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estimation algorithm, as shown in Figure 5.4. The variables obtained at the end of
every iteration are presented in Table 5.2. The size of the image is 352 x 240, so we
start with the assumption that the center is at the mid point, .4(176,120) (Figure
5.4) . It was seen that after 7 iterations the outputs converge and the center is
estimated to be at £?(198,93). It can be visually seen from Figure 5.4 that B is the
center of the circular tract.

In the process of estimating the center, the distance is also estimated by averaging disti, distr, distt and distb- To process the next pair of images in the sequence,
we start with the center position estimated in the previous computation and then
refine it by applying Algorithm 1. This is because the new center is expected to be in
the vicinity of the previous position and gives a better starting point for convergence
compared to the midpoint of the image. Similarly, the distances are recorded for
every image pair during the first traversal.

5.2.2

Overall algorithm on image sequence

The overall algorithm employing the left, right, top and bottom handles is now
demonstrated on a sequence of real endoscopic images. Table 5.3 shows an image
sequence (Frame 56 to Frame 68) of an endoscopy procedure of the esophagus, captured at 30 frames per second. Every consecutive pair of images in the sequence are
processed and the estimates of linear distance and rotation are shown in Table 5.3.
The net distance and rotation, estimated by the proposed algorithm, are highlighted
in bold in the tables. It can be seen that the rotation that is detected is almost zero,
as can be visually verified by following the image sequence.

In order to save computations, instead of processing every frame in the sequence
as image pairs, alternate frames are selected and paired within the same sequence
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Table 5.3: Results on consecutive frames
(uxf.uyfy

cen
(180,
105)

(»<,Vl)
(157, 149)
(256, 132)
(204,37)
(174, 193)

(157, 150)
(258, 133)
(206,35)
(174, 197)

(us,,uyj^
(1984,1450)
(1330,1419)
(730,1428)
(1826,1412)

(1980, 1449)
(1332,1417)
(736,1425)
(1825,1408)

0.47
0.44
0.63
0.65

(198,
92)

(129,106)
(254,132)
(202,38)
(189,179)

(126,102)
(256,133)
(203,37)
(190, 182)

(2324,1430)
(1437,1431)
(628,1446)
(1839, 1413)

(2347,1427)
(1435,1429)
(635,1445)
(1834,1410)

0.55
0.60
0.60
0.48
0.49

(178,
104)

(130,98)
(250,132)
(202,41)
(148,198)

(129,99)
(252,133)
(203,39)
(148,203)

(48,1452)
(1342,1423)
(739,1433)
(1918,1401)

(39,1451)
(1343,1421)
(740,1430)
(1912, 1397)

0.54
0.49
0.48
0.63
0.62

(193,
98)

(138,95)
(254,80)
(201,42)
(188, 182)

(137,96)
(255,79)
(203,41)
(187,185)

(21, 1445)
(1090,1436)
(654, 1443)
(1823,1416)

(14,1444)
(1086,1435)
(666,1442)
(1826, 1413)

0.58
0.41
0.40
0.53
0.56

(198,
96)

(128,87)
(253,82)
(203,45)
(210, 198)

(126,88)
(254,81)
(205,44)
(210,203)

(49, 1429)
(1105,1443)
(637, 1449)
(1755,1397)

(42,1428)
(1100,1442)
(651,1448)
(1757,1392)

0.48
0.49
0.49
0.61
0.60

(224,
94)

(137,97)
(253,83)
(204,48)
(190,172)

(134,98)
(253,82)
(204,46)
(188, 177)

(2387,1413)
(1062,1469)
(443, 1450)
(1957,1415)

(2383,1410)
(1050,1469)
(449,1448)
(1956, 1410)

0.55
0.52
0.50
0.94
0.93

(207,
112)

(134,85)
(233,67)
(206,50)
(163,181)

(130,84)
(233,65)
(202,47)
(158,184)

(135, 1422)
(800, 1448)
(594, 1438)
(2017, 1418)

(133,1418)
(793,1446)
(571,1435)
(2028,1413)

0.72
0.86
0.87
1.05
0.98

(205,
114)

(119,54)
(259, 117)
(206,53)
(168,178)

(117,50)
(260,118)
(204,50)
(164,181)

(233,1395)
(1221,1446)
(606,1439)
(2000,1426)

(240,1391)
(1228,1445)
(594,1436)
(2010,1421)

0.94
0.56
0.57
1.02
1.06

(210,
113)

(126,57)
(263, 116)
(180,32)
(174,172)

(119,54)
(265,114)
(178,25)
(170,175)

(225,1399)
(1222,1447)
(465,1414)
(2009,1431)

(220,1392)
(1207,1445)
(467,1406)
(2019,1426)

0.81
0.91
0.92
1.20
1.22

(216,
108)

(145,89)
(258,114)
(153,43)
(175, 171)

(140,85)
(260,113)
(149,34)
(170,175)

(100,1427)
(1254,1458)
(306,1409)
(2020,1425)

(112,1421)
(1243,1456)
(319,1400)
(2030,1419)

1.06
1.35
1.32
1.37
1.33

(184,
111)

(131,67)
(253, 114)
(178,47)
(182, 165)

(126,62)
(260,113)
(177,39)
(176,170)

(265,1431)
(1217,1431)
(564,1436)
(1814,1446)

(268,1424)
(1210, 1424)
(563,1428)
(1851,1440)

1.34
1.80
1.97
2.31
2.28

(216,
90)

(139,70)
(249, 117)
(150,47)
(186, 160)

(132,66)
(251,118)
(145,43)
(181,164)

(97, 1420)
(1462,1457)
(221,1421)
(1955,1424)

(106,1413)
(1458, 1455)
(223,1415)
(1969, 1418)

2.09
1.50
1.52
1.27
1.22

(Xf,Vf)

dist

of Frame 56 to Frame 68 (ie, the image pairs processed are 56-58, 58-60, 60-62,
62-64, 64-66 and 66-68). Table 5.4 shows results for alternate frame selection and
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Table 5.4: Results on alternate frames
(174,
110)

(142, 135)
(264,90)
(187,36)
(172,190)

(gf .Wf)
(141,136)
(271,87)
(188,30)
(174,197)

(2147,1459)
(1116,1408)
(666,1425)
(1810,1420)

(uxf,uyf)
(2145,1458)
(1111,1400)
(666,1419)
(1800, 1413)

dist
1.10
1.09
1.33
1.34

(189,
102)

(145,134)
(248, 132)
(202,42)
(188,181)

(142,136)
(253,134)
(202,39)
(187,186)

(2160,1446)
(1380,1434)
(682,1439)
(1805,1421)

(2161,1442)
(1377,1428)
(678,1436)
(1809, 1416)

1.31
1.52
1.51
0.99
1.01

(201,
102)

(137,97)
(248,128)
(205,48)
(191, 173)

(133,101)
(250,130)
(202,44)
(185,179)

(30,1436)
(1393,1446)
(628, 1446)
(1853,1428)

(6,1432)
(1398, 1444)
(607, 1442)
(1878,1421)

1.26
1.16
1.20
1.64
1.64

(208,
107)

(145,96)
(232,69)
(193,49)
(167, 177)

(137,94)
(233,65)
(191,43)
(157,185)

(66, 1436)
(815,1455)
(503, 1440)
(2002,1419)

(69,1428)
(805,1451)
(501,1434)
(2021, 1407)

1.41
2.38
2.39
2.12
2.13

(207,
110)

(128,62)
(258,113)
(184,45)
(177, 170)

(117,54)
(262,111)
(178,33)
(167,179)

(209, 1408)
(1222,1449)
(470,1431)
(1977,1433)

(213, 1394)
(1207,1445)
(462,1418)
(2001,1420)

2.25
1.85
1.86
3.13
3.16

(198,
101)

(140,69)
(251, 113)
(163,53)
(185,159)

(130,62)
(259, 114)
(156,42)
(176, 170)

(193,1434)
(1285,1446)
(359,1441)
(1884,1441)

(199,1422)
(1280, 1438)
(364, 1428)
(1918,1428)

2.50
3.12
3.16
4.03
4.02

(*i,i/i)

i<"t."»ir

3.58

Table 5.5: Results on every third frame
(uxf,uyJY

(178,
110)

(135,66)
(251, 132)
(202,42)
(188,183)

(*f ,Vt)
(136,60)
(257,132)
(205,35)
(189, 191)

(304,1438)
(1312,1424)
(730, 1428)
(1748,1426)

(333,1435)
(1304,1418)
(732,1420)
(1748, 1418)

dist
1.25
1.23
1.76
1.78

(204,
108)

(133,88)
(253,85)
(203,48)
(158, 185)

(126,91)
(254,80)
(200,41)
(149,199)

(105, 1426)
(1032,1446)
(594,1440)
(2006,1410)

(82,1420)
(1005,1443)
(577,1433)
(2008, 1394)

1.81
1.37
1.37
2.35
2.33

(199,
105)

(140,69)
(248, 117)
(162,54)
(187,160)

(125,56)
(258,116)
(150,36)
(173,173)

(214, 1430)
(1284,1450)
(364, 1436)
(1884,1445)

(227,1411)
(1264, 1440)
(367,1415)
(1941, 1428)

1.88
4.22
4.27
5.29
5.55

(199,
104)

(140,69)
(248, 117)
(162,54)
(187,160)

(125,56)
(258,116)
(150,36)
(173,173)

(205,1431)
(1299,1449)
(357,1438)
(1881,1443)

(220,1412)
(1277, 1440)
(361, 1416)
(1938,1426)

4.83
4.32
4.16
5.53
5.20

framej

(Sj.yj)

( U X , , UTJi)

4.80

processing. Similarly every third frame is selected next and a smaller sequence is
first created. From this newly constructed sequence, pairs of images are sent into the
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proposed system and the distance and rotation estimates are shown in Table 5.5.

Comparison of distance estimates
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J 12.00
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1
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s Processing consecutive frames
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Figure 5.5: Processing alternate frames

Comparison of distance estimates
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s
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M
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68
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B Processing consecutive frames

G Processing every third frame

Figure 5.6: Processing every 3rd frame
It has been shown that processing can be done on smaller sequences obtained by omitting frames, which can drastically reduce computations and yet provide a reasonable
estimate of the camera movement. For example, by selecting alternate frames, the
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computational effort is halved. Figures 5.5 and 5.6 show the linear distance estimates obtained by processing every alternate frame and every third frame compared
to those generated by processing every consecutive frame. From Tables 5.4 and 5.5,
the error in the net distance estimated is 11% if alternate frames are processed and
18% when every third frame is processed. These errors could be because of processing fewer frames, apart from the other potential error sources pointed in Section 4.6
in Chapter 4.

It has been thus shown that the overall method has been successfully applied to
real images to automatically track both the rotation and linear distance of the camera. In the next section, an integrated framework for tracking both rotations and
linear distances of the camera is presented.

5.3

Integrated framework for tracking linear motion and rotation

Figure 5.7 shows a framework for an integrated environment to detect both rotations
and linear motion of the camera during endoscopy. This overall solution was achieved
in an incremental fashion. First, the rotation engine that was proposed in Chapter 3
can be independently used at very high speeds to track pure rotations. This provides
a flexibility in terms of area, speed and desired accuracy and the user can make an
informed choice based on the resources available. Secondly, the combined approach
for tracking both linear motion and rotation of camera proposed in Chapter 4, can
be employed for a quick approximation using a small number of feature points.
Automation of the process of unrolling has eliminated any dependencies on external
inputs in Chapter 5, thus making it viable for deployment in real time systems.
Thus, this overall integrated environment provides surgeon an option of using the
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Image 1

Image 2

Angle

Distance

Figure 5.7: Overall research contribution
high throughput rotation engine for detection of pure rotations, or adopting the
fast but crude feature point based approach of detecting both rotations and linear
movements.

5.4

Summary

In this chapter, an improved solution for camera motion estimation is proposed by an
automated process for image unrolling. This is achieved by estimating the center for
unrolling instead of relying on manual inputs. This is based on a comparative study
of the outputs of the left, right, top and bottom borders of the image. The overall
method with automated unrolling through center estimation is then demonstrated on
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a real endoscopic image sequence. Next, in order to achieve compute efficiency, the
proposed method is applied on smaller sequences obtained by omitting frames. It is
shown that this can drastically cut computations, while still providing a reasonable
estimate of the camera motion.

It was shown in this chapter that for the proposed method to work, only a few
feature points (4 for each image pair in the results above) are needed as against
the highly compute intensive existing methods. As explained earlier in Chapter 4,
this method is independent of the feature points selected because of unrolling and
normalization and can be used in changing working conditions. Also, the method is
now fully automated with no manual intervention. It can be used to provide a very
quick and crude estimate of the camera movement.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions and future work
6.1

Conclusions

In this thesis, we have devised new image processing techniques for the high-speed
tracking of a camera during endoscopic procedures. The number of CORDIC operations have been notably reduced in the proposed high throughput image rotation
engine. The effect of hierarchy on the computational efficiency has also been analyzed so as to identify the optimal hierarchy for a given image resolution. It was
demonstrated that very high throughput computations can be realized with the optimal assignment of the hierarchy. In the case of 512 x 512 image, the hierarchy of
4 was shown to be optimal although the maximum possible hierarchy is 9. It was
evident that the increase in the data width to accommodate the total number of
additions incurs only marginal increase in the overall hardware cost. The proposed
technique is highly scalable and lends well for high-speed rotation of high-resolution
images. It has been demonstrated that this approach provides for substantial speed
up with acceptable increase in area cost when compared with existing techniques.

The method proposed for detection of linear movements of camera requires only
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a few feature points as compared to the existing methods, indicating its feasibility
for use in real time systems. It was also shown that the overall output is independent
of the feature points selected due to the proposed unrolling and normalization processes, thus making it highly suited for deployment in dynamic environments. The
horizontal and vertical components of displacement values were elegantly utilized
to detect rotations as well. This integrated method was successfully applied to a
sequence of images captured in a simulated environment to estimate linear distance
and rotation within a maximum error bound of 7%.

Further, the proposed algorithm for center estimation to automate unrolling was
shown to converge within 10 iterations for the image sequences considered. Although this algorithm is not capable of detecting accurate center coordinates, it is
very appropriate for the high-speed detection of the rotation and linear distances.
The automated method continued to perform well even when it relied on a substantially reduced set of intermediate frames. Finally, the overall integrated environment
presented provides surgeons the option of using the high throughput rotation engine
for detection of pure rotations, or the integrated compute engine for the high-speed
estimation of both the rotations and linear movements.

6.2

Scope for future work

• Only linear camera motion and rotation are addressed in this thesis as they
form the most important degrees of motion of cameras through cylindrical
passages. Robustness of the system can be increased by extending similar
analysis to camera tilt and sideward movement. This would be a challenging
problem as the horizontal and vertical displacement components will need to
be represented using multiple degrees of motions.
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• The effectiveness of the proposed feature point based method has been thoroughly evaluated for nearly perfect cylinders in order to manage the complexity
of the problem. It would be interesting to extend it to irregular cylinders with
the help of an appropriate dynamic unrolling function. For example, if the
opening of the tract is elliptical instead of circular, then the ellipses should be
mapped to straight lines in the process of unrolling. The normalization should
also be adjusted accordingly. Also, the cases where the camera is not aligned
with the axis of the cylinder can be looked into.
• More work on error analysis is required to ensure that the proposed methods
can provide for a more dependable solution. This is a challenge as the overall
error in motion estimation can be due to factors such as the imperfections in
geometry of tract, inaccuracies in center estimation, and the number of frames
selected. Although deriving separate error components resulting from each of
these factors is a complex problem, the net error can be studied as a function
of them. Effect of barrel distortion effects of wide angle lenses of the camera
on the proposed method can be explored in detail.
• A detailed analysis of hardware complexity of the proposed image rotation
engine, with regards to area and time has been done. It would be worthwhile
to implement the high-speed rotation in hardware by exploiting the inherent
parallelisms. Similarly, the various issues pertaining to the hardware portability
of camera motion tracking could be investigated.
• In this thesis, study of movement of feature points in the unrolled domain was
used for tracking camera motion during endoscopy. It would be interesting
to extend this approach to aid other medical investigations. For example,
the surgeon can benefit from an unrolled view of the entire endoscopic tract,
as though it were slit lengthwise and then flattened out as a 2-dimensional
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canvass to reveal its inner tissues. This may lead to the development of suitable
techniques for real time unrolling, segmentation and stitching.
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Abstract—Real-time image rotation forms a core operation in
many applications such as medical image processing, computer
graphics and pattern recognition. Conventional rotation
engines usually comprise of compute-intensive CORDIC
operations that become a severe bottleneck in high-throughput
applications. In this paper, we present a novel scheme that
employs hierarchical computation strategies, exploits the
symmetrical characteristics of the image, and performs
successive pixel computations at high-speed to achieve highthroughput image rotation at low cost. We will show that the
proposed method leads to a significant performance gain of
about 20 times over an existing CORDIC-based rotation engine
with similar hardware cost.
I.

Although this method speeds up the rotation process
through parallelism, it has a high initialization latency due to
the CORDIC computations on every window-centre. Apart
from that, a total of 64x64 computation stages are required
for image rotation. Each stage consists of a CORDIC
operation, and 64 parallel additions. The bottleneck of this

INTRODUCTION

Real-time image rotation is becoming an essential
operation in many application areas such as image
processing, computer graphics and pattern recognition.
Conventional image rotation performs trigonometric
operations on each pixel location. For example the final
coordinates x' and y' of a pixel, which has been rotated by
an angle of 0 , can be computed as shown in (1) and (2).
The original position of the pixel is (x0, yo), and 6 = +1/-1
when 0 is +ve /-ve.
x' = x o cos0 - 5y o sin0
y' = yocos0 + 5x o sin0

8x8 ROM storing
Rotated Centers

(1)
(2)

CORDIC [1] is a hardware efficient algorithm that can be
used to compute the trigonometric operations in (1) and (2).
Although a CORDIC engine requires low hardware
resources, it is iterative in nature, which can lead to
performance degradation in CORDIC-intensive applications.
Till date, there is limited reported work on hardware
implementations for image rotation. In [2], a parallel
architecture for image rotation using CORDIC is presented,
where a 512x512 image is first divided into an 8x8 window
grid. The rotated positions of the 64 window centres are first
pre-calculated using the CORDIC engine and stored in the
initialisation stage (Fig 1). Subsequently the rotated offsets
of the individual pixels within a window are computed using
CORDIC. Each offset is added in parallel to the 64 rotated
window centres using iocal-adders' to generate the rotated
positions of 64 corresponding points.

0-7803-8622-1/04/S20.00 ©2004 IEEE

Parallel addition of offset
to centers

Fig 1: Illustration of Rotation Method in [2]
approach arises from the CORDIC-intensive computations,
which limits the throughput of the rotation.
II.

PROPOSED METHOD

This section describes the proposed hardware efficient
schemes to address the computational bottleneck of the
approach in [2].
2.1 Employing a hierarchical approach to compute the
rotated centres
This method aims to reduce the number of CORDIC
computations in the initialisation stage by recursively
partitioning the image into quadrants. The partitioning can
be performed to any degree of hierarchy. For illustration and
comparison purposes, we restrict the partitioning to the
extent whereby the size of the smallest quadrant is
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comparable to the window size used in [2]. To explain this
method, we take the example of an 8x8-window grid and its
3 hierarchical quadrant layers as shown in Fig 2. Each
centre belongs to a particular quadrant in the 3 quadrant
layers. For example, centre P has {A, B, C} as its set of
identifying quadrants in Layers 1, 2 and 3 respectively. The
rotated position of any centre P (with respect to the image
centre) is equivalent to the sum of the rotated positions of
the centres of the identifying quadrants with respect to the
corresponding Layer centres. Thus, the 8x8 window centres
can be obtained by computing only the rotated positions of
the 4 centres of each layer, and subsequently generating the
rotated positions of all the centres through various addition
combinations of the 12 centres. This effectively reduces the
number of CORDIC computations from 64 to 12.
.

Layer 2

/

image. For example, by computing (x ,y ), the rotated
position of (x,y), we can easily infer the rotated positions of
(x,-y), (-x,-y) and (-x,y).
2.3 Employing successive pixel computations
The CORDIC computations for computing the offsets
within a window can be replaced with additions by
exploiting the order of the incoming pixel coordinates. It is
sufficient to calculate the offset of just one pixel, and
increment the result with a constant value (i.e. sin0 or cos0)
to obtain the offsets for the adjacent pixels. This can be
explained by analysing equations (1) and (2) for input values
(x,y), (x+1, y) and (x, y+1), where the neighbouring pixels
differ by exactly 1 unit. This approach replaces the 642
CORDIC computations with equivalent number of additions.
The flowchart shown in Fig 4 elucidates the process.

A

#
Layer 3

Layer 1

Rowjndex: i = 0
Coljndex: J = 0
X(l,j): Coordinate before
rotation
X'(i,J): Coordinate after
rotation

F

c

Fig 2: Hierarchical Generation of Centres

Compute X' (0,0) & Y' (0,0)
X' (i, 0) - X'(l-1, 0) - sin0

2.2. Exploiting symmetrical characteristics of the image

v (i, o) • r(i-i, o) + cos0

We can further reduce the number of CORDIC
computations in the initialisation stage by exploiting the fact
that the coordinates of the window centres in the
hierarchical layers are symmetrical about the coordinate
axes. Hence, in hierarchical layers with the same number of
horizontal and vertical pixels, we only need to perform the
CORDIC computations on a single centre. The remaining 3
image centres can be inferred by at most a simple negation.
_

= i++
T

X'(i, i) = X'(U-l) + cos0
V (i,j) = Y'(i.j-l) + sin0

J-J+ +

-v', x-

1

c

x',v'
-x', -y'

Stop

Fig 4: Flowchart for Generation of Offsets

^- ^*^*
•""nr y

III.

I
y', -x'

Fig 3: Symmetrical Inference of Rotated Centres
Fig 3 illustrates this notion of inferring the rotated window
centres based on the symmetrical characteristics of the

SYSTEM OVERVIEW

The overall rotation process can be divided into 2 parts as
discussed in [2] - the generation of rotated centres and
generation of offsets. To compare with the method in [2],
we fix the number of hierarchical layers as 3, which
generates 64 centres. We also assume that the hierarchical
layers have equal number of horizontal and vertical pixels.
Fig 5 depicts the main computations involved.
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The rotated position of a single window centre from each
hierarchical layer is first computed using CORDIC.
Subsequently, the rotated values of the remaining window
centres in the hierarchical layers are inferred through the
'Symmetry-based Inference Unit'. As discussed earlier, this
requires at most a simple negation operation. The outputs of
this unit are added in different combinations to generate the
8x8 rotated-positions of the window grid centres. These
values are stored in the ROM to be used in the next stage.
To generate the pixel offsets, the sine and cosine value of
the angle are obtained using the CORDIC engine. Then
rotation is performed on the first pixel of the window using
the CORDIC engine to generate X' and Y'. Subsequent
offsets are obtained by incrementally adding the sine and
cosine values to the previously computed X' and Y' as
described in Fig 4. As these offsets are generated, they are
simultaneously added to all centres to obtain the final
rotated pixel-coordinates.
CENTER GENERATION

of 20 and 25. The average error per pixel is calculated by
comparing the final rotated positions with that obtained by
pixel-by-pixel CORDIC rotation. It can be observed that if
20-bit data widths are used, the error is significantly higher
than [2]. Increasing this to 25 bits offsets this error.
- Proposed Method with Register Length • 20
0.7

- Rotation Method in [2] with Register Length = 20
• Proposed Method with Register Length = 25

OFFSET GENERATION

Angle of Rotation

J
1 i

Fig 5: Plot of Error for Varying Register Size
<

CORDIC Engine

•
\'

^Ir-

1

'

sin 0 /
cos 0

'

CORDIC Engine

A— "

^ W
^ ^ ^

"
X'
Y1

Offsets of Single

^ ^

Symmetry-based
Inference Unit

V

*?

A*
*

%.

V7
^ ) 0

Rotated Centers
Stored in ROM

Fig 5: Block Diagram of Proposed Architecture

IV. DESIGN TRADEOFFS
The CORDIC algorithm inherently suffers from
quantisation errors due to usage of finite width registers in
the data path [4]. In the proposed method, this error is
accumulated with every addition, especially during the
offset calculations. The error can be reduced by increasing
the data widths of the registers and adders, for the
computations of rotated centres and window offsets.
Exhaustive simulations were carried out with registersadders of varying data widths. Fig 6 shows a plot of average
error per pixel for all input angles (0°-45°) for data widths

V. RESULTS AND COMPARISONS
5. / Experimental Set-up
The image size is fixed as 512x512, and a 12-iteration
CORDIC engine is used. The data width of the addersregisters used in the CORDIC engine for the method in [2]
and the proposed method are 20-bit and 25-bit respectively.
The outputs of CORDIC in Pipeline Stage-A (Fig 1) are
truncated to 10 bits prior to the additions in Pipeline Stage
B. So, the data widths of the local-adders in both methods
are 10-bits wide. An 8x8 window grid is employed, which
gives rise to 64 window grid centres and window size of
64x64. To obtain this configuration, a hierarchy of 3 was
chosen for the proposed method. The latency estimates are
obtained from the Passport 0.35 Micron standard-cell library
[5].
5.2 Computational Complexity
The entire rotation process essentially comprises of
additions and CORDIC functions and these will be analysed
separately for both the methods. In [2], 64 centres are
rotated during the initialisation phase and this accounts to
64 CORDIC operations. In the proposed method, 3 centres
are rotated and subsequently 2 additions are performed for
every rotated centre. Hence, a total of 3 CORDIC
computations and 128 additions are performed in the
initialisation stage. For the generation of the offsets, the
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technique in [2] performs a rotation for each of the 64x64
pixels in the offset-window, accounting to 642 = 4096
CORDIC operations. In the proposed method, 1 CORDIC
computation is performed to rotate the first pixel of the
offset-window and another CORDIC computation to obtain
the sine and cosine values of the input angle. Subsequently,
the remaining offsets (64 2 -l) are obtained through additions.
Once the offsets and the rotated centres are generated, the
final phase is similar for both the methods, where each
offset is added to all the rotated centres using local-adders to
generate 64 rotated pixels simultaneously. The number of
different computations involved in each stage are
summarised in Table I and it can be seen that there are
fewer CORDIC operations in the proposed method.
TABLE I SUMMARY OF COMPUTATIONS INVOLVED

Initialization

Method in [ 2 ]

Proposed Method

CORDIC

Addition

CORDIC

Addition

64

-

3

64x2

-

2

64 2 - 1

643

-

64 3

Pipeline A

64

Pipeline B

-

2

Referring back to the pipeline shown in Fig 1, the overall
latency for [2] is I[2] + (642 x TCORDIC. [2]) = 399360 TFA. For

the proposed method, the overall latency is given by Inew +
((64 2 -l) x 4.64)+ (2x99) =19199 TFA.
The latency estimates take into the account the pipelined
processing of the two methods. For method [2], the
CORDIC computations in Pipeline Stage A are done in
parallel with the additions in Pipeline Stage B (see Fig 1).
The latency of CORDIC in Pipeline Stage A is more timeconsuming than the latency of the additions in Pipeline
Stage B. Hence, the throughput of the pipelined
implementation in [2] is governed by the latency of
CORDIC, and this is used for the pipeline latency estimates.
Similarly, for the proposed method, the addition with 25 bit
operands to generate offsets is done in parallel with the
addition of offsets and rotated centers using 10-bit operands.
Hence, the former latency is considered for the pipeline
latency estimates.
Hence, we have shown that the proposed technique can
achieve an overall speed up of about 20 times over the
technique proposed in [2]. These values are summarised in
Table II.

5.3 Latency Estimate

5.4 Area Estimate

We begin by estimating the latency of the CORDIC
computations for the method in [2] and the proposed
method. It is assumed that all additions are implemented
using CLA adders and the latency estimates are in terms of
Full Adder Latency (T F A)- The estimated latency for an n-bit
CLA addition is log2n TFA. Hence, a 10-bit add-operation is
estimated to take 3.32 T F A, 20-bit add about 4.32T F A and a
25-bit addition takes 4.64 TFA. A CORDIC engine
comprises of addition and shift operations. Assuming that
the shift operations are carried out through MUX-based
barrel shifters, a maximum shift of 12-positions warrants 4
levels of MUX. So the latency attributed to the shift
operation is 4 x TMUX, where TMUX is the latency of a 2-1
multiplexer. A 12-iteration CORDIC operation involves 12
additions and 12 shifts and delay due to use of registers. We
assume that TF.F is the latency of a resister. We can also
assume from [6] that TF.F * TFA and TMUX * 0.65 TFA. Base
on these values, the CORDIC computational latency for the
method in [2] is 96 TFA (TCORDIC- [2] = [12 x (4.32TFA + TF.F

+ 4 x TMUX)]) while that of the proposed method is 99 TFA
(TCORDIC-NEW = [12 x (4.64TFA + TF.F + 4 x TMUX)])-

Hence, the initialisation latency for the method in [2] is
I[2] = 64x96 =6144 TFA while that of the proposed method is
I„ew = 3 x 99 + (64x2x4.64) = 891 TFA. The initialisation
stage of the proposed method is about 7 times faster now
since the number of CORDIC operations is reduced.
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The area of the CORDIC engine used in [2], which has
three 20-bit adders and 20-bit registers (for each X, Y and Z
datapath), a pair of 20-bit wide barrel shifters and a ROM
table is estimated to be (20x3x(2AFA+AF.F)) + (20x2x
4xAMux) + (20x12 AF.F), where AFA, AF.F and AMUX
correspond to the area of a 1-bit Full Adder, Flip Flop and
2-1 MUX respectively. A 1-bit CLA is estimated to occupy
twice the area of a 1-bit serial adder. The ROM is assumed
to be implemented as flip-flops and for a 12 iteration
CORDIC, 12 arctan values are stored. This requires an area
of 12 x 20 AF.F. It can also be inferred from [6] that AF.F »
1.13 AFA and AMux ~ 0.47 AFA. Hence the CORDIC engine
in [2] is estimated to occupy about 534 AFA. Similarly, the
area of the CORDIC engine used in the proposed method is
about 668 AFA.
The architecture in [2] primarily comprises of a CORDIC
engine, and 642 pairs of local-adders. In the proposed
method, there is a CORDIC engine, a pair of adder-units to
generate the rotated centers and the offsets, and the 642 sets
of local-adders. The memory requirements to store the
rotated centres is estimated to be about 64xl0xA FF = 723
AFA. All the local-adders in both methods are implemented
as 10-bit CLAs. Assuming there are 64 pairs of them (one
for each centre's x and y coordinates), the area is estimated
to be 64x10x2x2 AFA. The adder-unit for generating the
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offsets in the proposed technique comprises of 25-bit CLAs
(area = 100 AFA).

reported rotation architecture, the proposed schemes require
negligible increase in hardware cost and can lead to a
significant performance gain of about 20 times.

The area estimates are summarized in Table II. It can be
seen that the areas of the two architectures are comparable
with the proposed method showing a marginal increase of
about 3%.

TABLE II AREA & LATENCY ESTIMATES
FA = Full Adder
Method in [2]
Proposed
Method

Computational Latency
(TFA)
399,360

Area (AFA)

19,199

3951

VI.
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ABSTRACT
(i.e. 0 « ( ^ + a r c t a n (2"'))). Equations (1) and (2) are
Real-time image rotation forms a core operation in many
applications such as medical image processing and
computer vision. High-throughput computations for image
rotation are a common requirement in real-time image
processing. A VLSI design for image rotation that
employs CORDIC was discussed in [2]. In this paper, we
propose novel techniques to increase the throughput of the
CORDIC computations, thereby notably improving the
overall performance of the rotation unit with acceptable
increase in VLSI area. An efficient sign-prediction
method called BTSP (Binary-Tree based Sign Prediction)
is proposed in our redundant CORDIC system to
eliminate the sign detection process. Our investigations
show that the BTSP based CORDIC algorithm for realtime rotation of a 512x512-pixel image, has a significant
speed-up over existing redundant CORDIC methods with
reduced hardware area.

I. INTRODUCTION
Real-time image rotation forms a core operation in
many applications such as medical image processing and
computer vision. Rotation of a gray level image involves
performing trigonometric computations on each pixel. For
example the x' and y' values of a pixel, which has been
rotated by an angle of 0 is shown in (1) and (2), where
(x0,yo) is the original position of the pixel, and 8 = +1/-1
when 0 is +ve /-ve ("+ve" refers to positive and "-ve" to
negative).
x' = cos0 (x0 - 8yotan0)
(1)
y' = cos0 (y0 + 8xotan0 )
(2)
CORDIC, developed by Voider [1] is a popular
hardware-efficient algorithm that can be employed to
compute the complex trigonometric functions in (1) and
(2). It performs a series of micro-rotations on a vector
lying on the X-Y plane over a desired input angle using
simple add-shift operations. The CORDIC algorithm is
based on the principle that any angle can be approximated
as a summation of n micro angles of the form arctan (2")

rewritten as (3) and (4) by replacing the multiplication
with simple shift operations by i positions.
xi+1 = *(Xi - ^V)
(3)
yi+i =fc(y,+ 8^2"')
(4)
The cos0 terms in (1) and (2) accumulates to a constant k
that converges towards 1.6468. This is known as the
scaling factor and can be incorporated either at the start or
end of the CORDIC iterations. To evaluate 8 at each step,
a third variable z is introduced to keep track of the angle
pending for rotation as shown in (5). z is initialized with
the input angle and the sign of z at any point indicates the
direction of the next rotation.
f+l,Zi>0
zi+i = Zj - 8jarctan2"' where 8, = "1 - 1 , Zj < 0
(5)
CORDIC is an approximation algorithm and the smaller
the value of \z\ is in the final iteration, the higher the
precision of computation.
Ghosh and Majumdar [2] proposed a parallel
architecture for Image Rotation using CORDIC where a
512 x 512 image is first divided into an 8 x 8 window
grid. As explained in [2], the rotated positions of the

INITIALIZATION:

Calculation and
storage of rotated
centers

Parallel addition of offset
to centers
8x8 ROM storing
Rotated Centers

Fig 1: Illustration of Rotation Method in [2]
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centers of all windows are first pre-calculated and stored
in the initialization stage (Fig 1). In Pipeline Stage A, the
CORDIC engine is used to compute the offset of each
pixel within a window. In the Pipeline Stage B, this offset
is simultaneously added to the 64 centers using local
adders to obtain the positions of the 64 corresponding
points of all the windows. The CORDIC engine employed
for a 512 x 512 image in [2] performs 12 iterations on 20bit operands followed by a 10 bit truncation. The number
of CORDIC iterations is limited by the size of the image
and does not overly increase for larger images. In this
paper, we propose a novel CORDIC architecture for such
a rotation engine to realize high throughputs.
II. BTSP CORDIC - THE PROPOSED
ARCHITECTURE
The problem with conventional CORDIC units that
employ serial adders for x, y, z computation is that the
carry propagation delay manifests as a major bottleneck to
the performance. Hence, we propose to use BSD (Binary
Signed Digit), the radix-2 Redundant Number System to
achieve speedup for CORDIC algorithms by exploiting
the limited carry propagation property of such number
systems [5]. However, redundant CORDIC carries with it
the problem of sign-detection [3] [4]. It will be
demonstrated in this paper that the complexity of sign
detection can nullify the benefits of using Redundant
Number Systems, especially for CORDIC with low
number of iterations. So, in order to justify the use of
BSD, we need to hide the latency of BSD sign detection.
In this paper, we propose an elegant sign prediction
method called BTSP (Binary Tree based Sign Prediction)
that eliminates both the sign detection circuitry and the z
datapath. Also, we employ a simple pre-scaling method
for scaling factor compensation.
2.1 BTSP Sign Prediction Scheme
From (5), it can be seen that for each of the iterations,
the direction of rotation, given by 5;, can be ± 1. So, for n
micro-rotations, there are 2" possible rotation
combinations. Hence, an n-bit CORDIC engine would
approximate any given input angle to one of the following
2" 'target-angles': ±tan''2"' ±tan_12"2 ±tan"'2"3± ... ±tan"'2""
This can be visualized using a binary tree structure as
shown in Fig 2, where the nodes describe the angles that
are obtained by following the rotation directions specified
by the branches. The leaf nodes correspond to the targetangles.
As the angle rotated by CORDIC approaches the input
angle, higher accuracy is achieved. This leads us to an
interesting corollary: the knowledge of the index of the
closest 'target angle' is sufficient to deduce the CORDIC
rotation directions that need to be taken. For example, if

• tan'1 2-'
0 (Root
Node)

:C
:C
:C
:C

-tan" 1 2"'

• tan' 2N

(Stored & compared with
input angle -> Closest leaf
-> Backtrack for signs)

+tan"' 2' 1 +...+ tan - 1 2 "

Fig 2: Binary Tree Representation of 'Target-Angles'
the input is 0.000...01 and the closest-leaf is Leaf #0, then
the sequence to be taken is "000...0", where 0 signifies a
-ve rotation and 1 signifies a +ve rotation.
The basic steps of the BTSP are summarized below:
1. Pre-compute and store all these leaves
2. Match the input angle to the closest leaf
3. Derive the index of the closest leaf and obtain the
sequence of 5; based on the binary tree topology.
For a 512x512 image, about 212= 4096 values need to
be stored and matched against a single input angle to
determine the closest-leaf. Hence, for the BTSP algorithm
to work efficiently, the problems of the large storage and
complex angle matching must be tackled.
2.2 Tackling the Storage Problem
To reduce the storage of the leave angles, we can store
only the +ve leaves. For negative operands, we deduce the
directions for the corresponding +ve operand and then
modify the operation sign of CORDIC based on the fact
that sin(-0) = -sinG and cos(-9) = cos9. To further solve
the problem of storage, we make use of Theorem 1 as
stated below [7]:
Theorem 1: In N bit CORDIC, the first (fN/3 1-1) signed
digits cannot be precomputed
It follows from Theorem 1 that for / > lN/31 - 1, the
rotation directions can be directly inferred from the bit
weights since tan''2"' = 2~\ The angle pending for rotation
after [N/3l - 1 iterations (referred to as 'RemainingAngle') in 2's complement format can be converted to a
polar form with digit-set {1, -1} to infer the remaining
rotation directions. The recoding mechanism uses a simple
logic, which is independent of the operand length, shown
in [4]. +1 and -1 would imply rotation directions +ve and
-ve respectively. Hence, sign-detection becomes an issue
only for the first (fN/3l - 1) rotation directions. This
means that for an N-iteration CORDIC, we need to store
only 2 N/3 ' ' values. Since we are storing only +ve leaves
(8i = 1), only 4 leaves needs to be stored for a 512x512
image. A snapshot of the leaves is shown in Fig 3. The
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Remaining-Angle can be obtained by performing a
subtraction between the input and the closest-leaf.
.000110000010
(0.094 rad)
Closest
Leaf

.010101111101
(0.343 rad)

At
\V7

0.100110011001
(8 - 0.6 rad)

ROM MidPts
ROM
Leaves

^

_f 2

^

1
Comparator

)" 3

v_/

Polar
Recoder

k. 1 x
w-\

•

Remalnlnc -Angle

.100101011001
(0.584 rad)

'

8 4.13

.110101010011
(0.833 rad)

Fig 4: BTSP-based CORDIC Architecture

Fig 3: Illustration for Closest Leaf Matching
2.3 Tackling the Matching Problem
The complexity to match the input angle to the closest
leaf is now greatly reduced since we need to check the
input angle against only 4 values. The matching process
can be further simplified by the following analysis. It can
be seen in Fig 3 that the first 2 bits display an incremental
pattern. Hence checking just 2 bits of the input angle
would eliminate all but 2 leaves as candidates for the
'Closest-Leaf. As an illustration, consider Input Angle =
0.101110100111. The first 2 bits signify that the input
angle lies between leaves A and B. Validating whether the
input angle is closer to A or B would normally require 2
subtractions and 1 comparison. Alternatively, a less costly
approach is used to pre-compute and store all the
midpoints of two consecutive leaves. So, a single
comparison with the relevant midpoint would lead us to
the closest-leaf. The overall-architecture for a 12-iteration
BTSP CORDIC engine is shown in Fig 4. Note that the
computation of the Remaining-Angle is done in parallel to
the first 3 iterations. Due to the parallel inference of 8
from the recoded Remaining-Angle, an extra rotation has
to be performed for maintaining the accuracy [4].
The following describes an example of the 12-iteration
CORDIC using BTSP. The midpoints of the leaves shown
in Fig 3 are:
MidPt#0 0.001101111111
0.219
MidPt#l 0.011101101011
0.464
MidPt#2 0.101101010110
0.709
Given an input angle (9): 0.100110011001(0.6 rad),
1. Fix the first direction to be +ve; 8] = +1.
2. Examine the first 2 bits to extract Mid Pt # 2
3. Perform comparison between Mid Pt # 2 and 9
4. Since 9 is lesser than Mid Pt # 2, Leaf A (Leaf # 2) is
the Closest-Leaf. This implies 82-3 = +1,-1
5. While Iterations 1-3 are being computed, subtract
Closest-Leaf from 9 to obtain the Remaining-Angle
(0.000001000000)
6. Perform 2'Complement to Polar Conversion of bits 4 12 to obtain 84.13 = +1,-1,-1,+1,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1

2.4. Scaling Factor Compensation
To compensate for k in (3) and (4), a serial pre-scaling
model described in [6] is employed. During the
initialization process of the rotation engine, the X and Y
input registers of the CORDIC engine are first loaded
with the pre-scaled coordinates of the first center C^lk.
The subsequent centers are computed by continuously
incrementing the coordinates by a constant value. So, for
a 512 x 512 image, X or Y is incremented by (Alk to
obtain the next pre-scaled center. During the calculation
of the offsets for a single window in Pipeline Stage A (Fig
1), an incremental of each pixel coordinate by \lk is
performed. These incremented values are passed to the X,
Y input registers of the CORDIC engine.
III. RESULTS & COMPARISONS
The proposed BTSP CORDIC engine is compared
with Conventional 2's complement CORDIC, and those
that use BSD sign-detection methods proposed by Takagi
et al [3] viz. Double Rotation and Correction Rotation.
Table 1 and Table 2 summarize the latency and overallarea estimates in Full Adder Latency (T F A) and FullAdder Area (FA) respectively. The estimates are
standardized according to the Passport 0.35 Micron
Library [8]. As specified in [2], a 12-iteration, 20-bit
CORDIC is used for a 512x512 image. So, the X and Y
datapaths are 20 digits long. The Z datapath is assumed to
be 12 digits long. The BTSP Method performs an extra
13th rotation as mentioned earlier. The overall BTSP
CORDIC architecture comprises of a pair of 20-digit
redundant adders, registers and shifters, a 12-bit CLA for
computing the "Remaining Angle", a CLA-based 12-bit
comparator for deducing the closet-leaf, ROM storing
seven 12-bit values and an angle recoder. Takagi's
CORDIC require an additional sign detection circuit. For
all the BSD methods, redundant adders are used, and a 1Bit Redundant Adder (RA) is estimated to be 2FA.
Latency of an RA is independent of operand length and is
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estimated to be 2TFA. From (8), a register is 1.13 times the
size of an adder.
LATENCY ( I n T „ )
Conv
Iog 2 20xl2

Double
4x12

Shifting

12x4x0.6
4

12x4x0.64

Corr ( m = 4 )
[(0.25x4) +
(0.75x2)1x12
12x4x0.64

Sign-Detect

-

log23xl2

log 2 6xl2

-

-

82.58

97.68

91.68

X, Y (or Z)

Comparison
Rem-Angle
Recoding
Total

BTSP
2x13

-

13x4x0.64

log 2 12=3.58

62.86

AREA ( I n FA)
X,Y

Double
2x2x20x2.1
3
2x12x2.13
40x4x0.47
12x12x1.13

IV. CONCLUSIONS

3.58(hidden)
0.17(hidden)

Table 1: Comparison of Latency Estimates

Conv
2x20x2.13

conventional 2's complement CORDIC. The proposed
CORDIC using BTSP has 31%, 55%, 46% latency gains
when compared to Conventional, Double Rotation and
Correction Rotation methods respectively. The proposed
method has more area than conventional CORDIC, due to
the usage of redundant numbers, but has lesser area than
the other BSD-based sign detection methods.

Corr(m=4)
2x2x20x2.1
3
2x12x2.13
40x4x0.47
12x12x1.13

Z
Shifter
ROM

12x2.13
20x4x0.47
12x12x1.1
3

Sign
Comp
Recoder
Adder

-

6

12

-

-

Total

273.48

459.44

465.44

BTSP
2x2x20x2.1
3

-

40x4x0.47
7x12x1.13

-

2x12
12x0.13
2x12

In this paper, we have proposed novel techniques to
accelerate BSD CORDIC computation, which forms the
most compute intensive core of an image rotation unit.
The technique to eliminate sign detection and z data path
employs only a simple lookup table. Our investigations
reveal that the gain in terms of computation time with
respect to conventional 2's complement and redundant
number correction rotation method [3] is about 3 1 % and
46% respectively. Moreover, the incorporation of a simple
scaling-factor compensation method have contributed to
the realization of a high-performance CORDIC unit that is
suitable for realizing real-time image rotations.
V. REFERENCES

390.08

Table 2: Comparison of Area Estimates
Shifting is carried out using a barrel shifter, implemented
as a tree of multiplexers. In this case, the maximum shift
of 12-bits warrants 4 levels of MUX. So the latency
attributed to the shift operation is 4 x 0.64 = 2.57 TFA.
Sign Detection in case of Takagi is carried out using a
CLA-based circuit. The area estimate for a CLA is about
In FA and latency is log2«TFA, where n = length of
operand. In case of Double Rotation, 3 digits are checked
and 2 redundant additions are performed at every stage. In
the case of Correction Rotation (for m=4), 3, 4, 5 and 6
digits need to be checked in consecutive cycles and every
fourth rotation is a double-rotation. Hence a 6-digit signdetection circuit is employed. A similar CLA-based circuit
is employed for the comparison circuit in BTSP. The
latency for a 12-bit comparison is about TFA The
'Remaining-Angle' is computed using a CLA. The angle
recoding can be realized using a simple circuit consisting
of inverters. The combined latency of CLA addition and
recoding is about 3.58 + 0.17 = 3.75 TFA, which can be
hidden completely during the l sl 3 iterations. As for ROM
requirements (estimated as DFFs), it is assumed that 12
arctan values (of length 12-bits each) are stored for both
the sign-detection methods. For the BTSP Method, 4
leaves and 3 midpoints are stored. ROM access time is
ignored in the calculations.
It can be seen from Table 1 that the latency of BSD
sign detection-based CORDIC is worse than that of the
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Abstract—Real-time image compression is usually a core
operation in many embedded applications. Often in such
applications, high throughputs are required. In this paper, we
propose an array-based architecture for hardware
implementation of an EZW encoder to achieve high
throughputs. It exploits the inherent properties of parallelism
exhibited by the EZW algorithm and also the spatial
correlation properties of the DWT coefficients. Every spatial
tree is generated and stored independently in memory blocks
of an array and each of them subject to EZW separately
through an array of Processing Elements. This architecture is
implemented on FPGA using Handel C and the resource
utilization is presented.
I.

INTRODUCTION

The Embedded Zerotree Wavelet algorithm (EZW)
proposed by Jerome Shapiro [1], a popular algorithm for
entropy encoding of wavelet coefficients, has been widely
used for image compression applications. The concept of a
zerotree is based on the hypothesis that if a wavelet
coefficient at a high scale is insignificant with respect to a
given threshold T, then all wavelet coefficients of the same
spatial location at lower scales are likely to be insignificant
with respect to T. The original algorithm accepts as its input
the wavelet coefficients of an image or frame of a video,
and arranges the coefficients in a tree structure. The
coefficient tree structure maintains the ancestor-descendant
relationships amongst the wavelet coefficients in the same
orientation but in different levels of decomposition. Based
on a threshold, the value of which decreases in each scan of
the tree, the EZW algorithm searches the coefficient tree
structure for significant coefficients whose magnitudes are
greater than or equal to the current threshold value. Most
insignificant coefficients in higher scales represent roots of
zerotrees, which forms the basis for compression, since each
node in the tree need not be encoded separately as being
insignificant.

Hardware schemes like parallelism and pipelining can be
employed reduce the overall processing time. A parallel
architecture making use of depth first scan order is
described in [4]. Storing all coefficients in a common
memory and then having parallel processing units accessing
these could result in the problem of memory bus contention.
This paper describes parallel generation of wavelet
coefficients making use of the inherent property that the
pixels contributing to the generation of each coefficient tree
can be isolated from the others. A memory array structure is
employed to separately store all the trees generated. It is
further illustrated how this set up is conducive for the
parallel execution of EZW algorithm on each block of the
memory array. Descriptions of the processing elements
employed to perform the EZW and the operations of the
various flags in the working registers are also presented.
The design is implemented using Handel C and the resource
utilization on FPGA is reported.
II.

The concept of spatial trees in wavelets, owing to the
spatial correlation across different frequency bands has an
interesting implication in terms of the 2-D sub-band
decomposition for the generation of DWT coefficients.

Developing efficient hardware for EZW based
compression has been attempted previously [2][3]. Time
efficient encoding is a requirement for many high
throughput image-processing applications.
The main
concern with developing high throughput encoders is the
large number of input coefficients that need to be processed.

0-7803-8622-1/04/520.00 ©2004 IEEE
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2.1 Memory Array for Parallel Generation of Coefficients
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DWT Coefficients
Fig 1: 8x8 Block of Image gives birth to entire spatial tree
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The input image can be broken down into blocks that are
self-sufficient for generating a spatial coefficient tree.
Hence the process can be parallelized. This is illustrated in
Fig 1 where the image is broken down into blocks of 8x8
and each of these can independently generate the wavelet
trees. A scale-3 Haar Wavelet is used to demonstrate the
concepts presented throughout the paper. If we know
beforehand the number of levels of decomposition we want
to achieve, then we can infer the block size required to
produce a single tree. If we consider an image of size
128x128 for example, we can divide it into 256 blocks of
size 8x8 and use each of these blocks to generate the DWT
coefficients constituting elements of a level-3 Haar spatial
tree. Also, each of these 256 image blocks can be processed
independently and the resulting trees can be stored
separately as blocks of a memory array. Having this kind of
memory structure aids in simultaneous storage of the
coefficient values, without the problem of memory bus
contention.
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Fig 3: Scan Order employed within each memory block

order is shown in Fig 3. The parent-children relationship
that follows from such a scan order is shown in Table 1.
The main root node has only 3 children and the leaves have
no children. Other than that, all elements have 4 children
each. As can be seen from Table 1, the indices of children
are incrementally filled starting from index 1 in a horizontal
fashion till the count 63 is reached (last child of node #15).
After that, all subsequent nodes have no children, as they
constitute the leaves.

Index
of Node

Index of
Child # 1

Index of
Child # 2

0
1
2
3

1
4
8
12

2
5
9
13
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10/

s
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Apart from facilitating parallel generation and storage of
coefficients, employing such a memory structure has
benefits for EZW encoding. This is because the
identification of zerotrees needs the entire wavelet tree as
input, which is present in entirety in each block of the
memory array. This is elaborated in subsequent sections. Fig
2 shows the memory array structure used for storing these
trees for a 128x128 image. The number of memory blocks
used corresponds to the number of trees, which in turn is the
same as the number of elements in the lowest frequency
band.
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Table 1: Parent-Children Relationship Table

The implication of employing such a scan order is the
easy generation of the indices of children nodes. This is
because for all nodes that have 4 children (#1 to #15), the
indices of the children can be obtained by simply
multiplying the index of the node by 4. In hardware, this
translates to performing 2 simple shift operations.

Man
240

Fig 2: Memory Array for storing spatial DWT trees

2.2 Scan Order -within every block of Memory Array

2.3 Processing Elements (PE) Description

Once the coefficients have been generated, each memory
block is subjected to the EZW Encoding Algorithm in
parallel. The first step is to employ a suitable scanning order
to read in the values. Scanning within these trees is done
following the conventional Morton scan order. For the
example considered, each tree consists of 64 elements
irrespective of the size of the entire image and the scan

Encoding is done by an array of Processing Elements
(PE) with every tree being processed by an independent
Processing Element (PE). Each PE consists of 64 4-bit
working registers (Reg0 to Reg63), maintaining bookkeeping
information about one coefficient each. Each of these PE's
access information from a memory block and do not pose
any data-dependency problems. Hence, they can run in
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parallel. The structure of the register is depicted in Table 2.
The EZW algorithm is implemented on all the PE's
simultaneously and the resulting bit streams are eventually
reordered using a scheduler to obtain the final embedded
stream. Bit-wise scanning of the memory blocks is done in
the order as shown in Fig 3 and the registers arefilledin
ascending order (Reg0 first, then Regi and so on). The
coefficients are assumed to be stored in the sign-magnitude
format. Dominant pass is performed n number of times,
separated by subordinate passes where n refers to the
maximum number of bits used to represent the coefficients.
The initial threshold for checking whether a coefficient is
significant or not is set to 2"'1. This value is halved for every
new dominant pass.

(Bit 0) SGN

(Bit 1) MAG

(Bit 2) PDG

(Bit 3) SIG

1

Positive
Coefficient

Bit Weight of
current
position: 1

Pending
Processing

Already
found
Significant

0

Negative
Coefficient

Bit Weight of
current
position: 0

Already
Processed

Not found
significant
yet

If in the dominant pass, MAG is 0, then a check for zerotree
is performed. Depending on whether a zerotree is detected
or not, a t or z is output respectively.
Zerotree Detection: Tree traversal is done following the
addresses of child nodes that are generated by shift
operations as explained in section 2.2. According to the
original algorithm, nodes that are detected to be significant
are seen to be zero for subsequent passes and contribute to
zerotrees. To incorporate this, in our zerotree detection
process, we first check the SIG flag of the child nodes; if
this is 1, then there is no need to check for the MAGflag.If
however, the SIG is 0, only then we proceed to check for
MAG flag. If this is also zero, then the process is continued
till all descendants are covered. If a zerotree tree is detected,
then a similar traversal is performed along its descendants
and all PDG flags of the zero-tree are cleared.
III.

HARDWARE IMPLEMENTATION

The design of EZW Encoder described in Section 2 was
implemented with Handel C [5] and ported onto Xilinx
Vertex 2 XC2V1000, FPGA. A memory structure of 256
memory arrays each with depth size of 64 is instantiated.
This configuration of memory structure was based on a 3level wavelet decomposition of a 128x128 image. Each of
the memory arrays in the structure stores a coefficient tree
from the top level to the bottom level as described in
Section 2. The main reason for memory arrays would be in
the facilitation for parallel processing. Each of the PE's for
a single tree will be accessing the coefficient values of their
respective trees simultaneously; therefore such a memory
array structure would avoid bus contention problems.

Table 2: Structure of the Working Registers

PDG: At the start of every pass, PDG is set to 1 for all 64
registers because all coefficients are pending processing for
that pass. Once the encoding outcome of a coefficient is
decided (p, n, z or I is output) PDG is cleared. Also, for
cases when zerotrees are detected, all the descendents' PDG
flags are cleared. This drastically cuts down on processing
since it saves on the checking process later on the
descendants, as they are already detected to be a part of the
zerotree.
SGN: This is set once according to the sign of the
coefficient being considered during the initialization process
and is not changed for the entire encoding process.
MAG & SIG: MAG is initialized with the most significant
bit (MSB) of the corresponding coefficient at the start of the
encoding process. Thereafter, prior to every dominant pass,
it is reloaded with the value of the next most significant bit.
During the dominant passes, this bit is checked. Since the
threshold is set as powers of 2, if MAG is a 1, then p or n
symbol is output (p if SGN is 1 and n if SGN is 0). Also, the
SIG flag is set to mark the detection of a significant
coefficient (and remains a 1 for all the subsequent passes)
and MAG is immediately replaced by the next significant bit
value of that coefficient. This is to facilitate the subordinate
pass, where the value of MAG is output if SIG is set to 1.
Note that there is no reordering of coefficients done for the
subordinate pass as originally proposed in [1]. This is done
so that the hardware is not unnecessarily complicated.

The hardware implementation of the PE's essentially
comprises of comparators, bit-shifters and working
registers. Comparators are for performing threshold
operations and for checking all the flags in the working
registers as described in Section 2. Bit shifters help in
tracking addresses of the child nodes in the memory array
for all operations involving tree traversal. Every PE requires
a 4-bit working register structure as described in Section 2
for the maintaining the various flags necessary for the
dominant and subordinate passes. Fig 4 below shows the
block diagram of the implemented hardware architecture
and Table 3 reports the resource utilization of a single PE of
the implemented hardware on FPGA.
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Number of Slice Flip Flops

454 out of 10, 240

4%

Number of 4 input LUTs

1,929 out of 10, 240

18%

Table 3: Resource Utilization on FPGA for a single PE
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IV.

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have demonstrated that certain
properties exhibited by wavelet coefficients can be exploited
to have a parallel architecture for high throughput image
encoding using the famous EZW algorithm. Each spatial
tree can be generated separately, stored and processed and
the entire architecture can be visualized as an array. The
design of the memory array and that of the underlying
processing elements has been explained. The design of
EZW Encoder described in Section 2 was implemented with
Handel C and ported onto FPGA and the resource utilization
has been reported.

Fig 4: Block Diagram of the implemented Hardware
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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we present a novel method for tracking the motion of a camera through cylindrical passages. The proposed
technique is based on studying movement of feature points
in the image stream captured during traversal of the camera.
It applies various image-processing algorithms for analysis in
an 'unrolled' domain to provide a quick estimate of camera
motion. The proposed techniques have been evaluated using
MATLAB on a sequence of test images and it has been shown
that both the linear distance and rotation can be inferred using
a small number of feature points, thereby justifying its use in
real time systems.

To manage the complexity of the problem, this paper tracks
the linear motion of the camera along the cylindrical axis and
the rotation about the axis, since these are the two degrees of
motion most likely to occur in cylindrical passages.
2. PROPOSED CAMERA MOTION DETECTION
2.1. Linear motion tracking

The walls of the cylinder are projected as circular rings on the
2-D image and this gives a template for analyzing the feature
points. It is seen that if the camera moves downward, into the
Index Terms— Camera motion tracking, Image unrolling cylinder in a linear fashion, then the feature points move radially outwards. That is. they are projected on rings of bigger
radii. Similarly, when the camera moves upward linearly, the
1. INTRODUCTION
positions of feature points shift toward the center of the rings.
The magnitude of displacement of feature points when the
There have been many attempts in the past to track camera
camera is moved upward/downward along the main axis, is
motion. In [1], camera motion is recovered from image sedependent on the relative distances of these points with requences based on registration of silhouette cones. In [2], a
spect to the camera. The points that lie physically closer to the
method is proposed for estimating large camera motions for
camera show a greater apparent displacement when compared
omni directional vision. There has been little work done,
however, on estimating camera motion through cylinders. This to points further away, for the same magnitude of movement
of the camera. Points that are closer to the camera lie on cirholds a special significance, especially in applications like
cles with a larger radius compared to points that are further
medical endoscopy, where the endoscopic camera traverses
down the cylinder.
through cylinder-like tracts like the esophagus, bronchus etc.
Existing methods that track camera motion in endoscopy are
To verify that points at different depths show different apcompute intensive, mainly suitable for computer graphics apparent movements, we use a sheet of paper with markings
plications [3][4]. These are not suitable for direct porting into
that simulate feature points (Fig. 1 (a)). This is rolled into a
real time systems.
cylinder and the snapshot of it is captured using the camera
placed above it (Fig. 1 (b)). A pure downward movement of
In an image sequence captured with a small time interval,
the camera along the axis is simulated, without causing any
consecutive frames show transformations like scaling, skew,
other movement to the camera or cylinder. The cylinder is
rotation etc. The nature and degree of these transformations
recaptured, as shown in Fig. 1 (c).
gives an indication of the camera motion during that elapsed
time. In this paper, in order to detect camera motion, selected
Using MATLAB, we track the movement of P = (132,
portions of the image containing unique properties, called fea97), Q = (294, 158) in Fig. 1 (b) to P = (72, 31), Q = (282,
ture points (or FP) are used. More specifically, the coordinate 130) in Fig. 1 (c). The displacement of P was measured to
positions of feature points are tracked in consecutive image be to be 89.2 units, almost three times the value as that of Q
frames. Analysis of the displacements of FP positions is done
(30.5 units). This shows that the apparent movement of P,
for estimating the linear motion and rotation of the camera.
which is closer to the camera than Q, is greater.
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Fig. 1. Inconsistency in displacement magnitude
Fig. 3. Unrolling transformation
This experiment shows that FPs situated at different depths
undergo different apparent displacements, for the same movement in camera. To standardize the readings that each FPpair gives us, we perform an operation called image unrolling
followed by a normalization. The process of unrolling sorts
points based on depth information and creates a depth profile. Normalization is applied on this depth profile to even out
differences that occur due to varying depths.
To illustrate better. Fig. 2 (a) shows a sheet of paper prior
to rolling into a cylinder. The aerial view of this cylinder, as
captured by the camera is shown in Fig. 2 (b). The unrolling
process is equivalent to flattening it into a 2-D surface (Fig.
2 (c)). Figure 2 (d) shows the normalized unrolled image,
which closely resembles the original surface in Figure 2 (a).
Unrolling and normalization are explained below in terms of
the underlying computations and how they help in achieving
motion tracking of the camera.
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If P makes an angle 0 with the horizontal axis, then:
= \]{x - xQf + (y- yof

6 = tan-1

Let the dimensions of the unrolled canvas be L x B. Point P
would map to a point P' with coordinates (x1, y') after the unrolling transformation. Each line in the transformed domain
has a length L and corresponds to 27r radians. This leads us
to (2):

x' « | J

(2)

yf = B - r

Expressing x! and y' in terms of x, y, XQ and yo using (1) and
(2), we can derive the transformation equations.
2.1.2. Normalization
We now subject the depth profile obtained through unrolling
to a normalization process to offset differences arising due to
varying depths.
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2.1.1. Computations involved in image unrolling
Images captured by the camera along the axis of the cylinder
reveal concentric circles (Fig. 2 (b)). Mathematically, unrolling refers to the process of mapping these circles of varying radii to straight lines of equal lengths, and then stacking
these straight lines together to provide a flattened view of the
cylinder. The length of the unrolled rectangle spans the angular range of 0° to 360° corresponding to the mapped circles.
The breadth of the rectangle is proportional to the number of
circles unrolled and stacked.
Through this process, the points in the cylinder are now
arranged based on their depth in the unrolled image. In other
words, each row in the unrolled domain corresponds to a ring
of tissue at a particular depth in the passage. The location of
a FP in the unrolled image gives information about its depth
in the cylinder.
Consider a point P with coordinates (x, y) lying on a circle with radius r and origin (xQ, j/ 0 ). as shown in Fig. 3.
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Fig. 2. Image Unrolling Concept
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Fig. 4. Expressing depth as a function of camera angle
For this, the depth of a point in the cylinder is first expressed in terms of its angle of view with respect to the camera. This is done because the mathematical expression for the
normalization is derived more easily using this angular representation of the depth information. To explain better, we
make use of Fig. 4 (a), where C refers to the camera capturing the image of the cylinder with radius R. Here, a refers to
the maximum field of view of the camera. When the camera
is placed facing the cylinder axis, the closest points on the
cylinder captured by the camera (eg. point P) lie at an angle
of view of ft. Point Q refers to a point lying at a greater angular depth of 9i. When the camera is moved forward by a
distance d, the same point Q (which we will refer to as Q' to
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indicate the point Q viewed from the second camera position)
now has a different angular depth of 82In order to derive the angular depth of a selected FP, the y
coordinate of that FP in the unrolled domain is studied. This
is because the circular rings in the image are stacked up vertically in the unrolled domain, which means the y coordinate
represents the count of the circle that is unrolled. The largest
circle in the image is captured at the maximum field of view
of the camera, a and has a radius of Rim. The depth of this
circle in the unrolled domain is also given by Rim. A value
of 0 in the y axis of the unrolled domain means an angular
depth of 0°. The angular depths of the rest of the positions
are calculated proportionally within this range of 0" and a.
#1 and 82 are calculated using the y coordinates of the initial
position of FP (JJinity) and final position of FP (Ufinaly)
respectively (Eq 3).
(x
0i = Uinity——

t*im

ex
82 = Ufinaly——

r**im

(3)

Fig. 4 (b) shows the projections of P, Q and Q' on a
plane, which is taken as the approximate image plane. SQ
refers to the angular displacement of point Q when the camera is moved by d. This displacement SQ illustrates that a linear movement of the camera into the cylinder along the axis
makes the FPs move radially outwards. In the unrolled domain, this is reflected by a vertical displacement of the points.
For different depths of Q, the displacement SQ and the corresponding displacement in the unrolled domain are also of
different magnitudes. So, we need to derive an expression for
linear distance traversed by camera (d) in terms of the initial
depth of FP (81) and final depth of FP (82), so that the depth
information is factored.
Refering to Fig. 4 (a), we can deduce the following equations:
R
R
j
R ,, tan.82, ,..
tanBi = - tanOi = •=: ; d = — 7 - 1 - — / (4)
D
D—d
tan82
tan8\
From (4), it is seen that information on depth of FP is factored into the final expression of distance moved by camera.
As seen in Fig. 1, FPs at different depths in the image show
different displacements for the same movement of the camera. Through this expression from normalization, the actual
displacement of the camera 'd' is independent of the location of the FP chosen in the image. To reiterate, unrolling
facilitates deriving of 8\ and 82, which can further be used in
(4) to deduce d. The distance d obtained above is the distance
moved downward by the camera in absolute units (in this case
cm, since radius was also measured in cm).
2.2. Detecting camera rotations
Analysis of the image in the unrolled domain can be extended
to study rotations of the camera. Any movement of the camera in the cylinder causes FPs to move in various directions.
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Unrolling standardizes the direction of motion and provides
valuable information about whether the camera has been rotated or not during the elapsed time interval. If the direction
of displacement of all FPs is downward in the unrolled domain, that means there has been no rotation but a pure downward motion (Fig. 5 (a)). For the case of just a pure rotation
of the camera about the axis, the displacements of all FPs
would be horizontal in the unrolled domain. (Fig. 5 (b)). The
greater the horizontal component, greater is the rotation and
vice versa.
For estimating rotations, there is no need for calculating
angular depths of FPs and normalization. This is because irrespective of how deep the points are in the cylinder, the apparent rotations remain the same. Let us call the horizontal
FP displacement as A„Y. The ratio of AX to the length of the
unrolled image directly translates into the rotation of the camera. The detectable rotation is a range from 0° to 360°. If AX
tends to the length of the unrolled image, then this reports the
maximum detectable rotation of 360°.
Real Domain Image Domain

unrolled Image
Domain

Fig. 5. Movement of FPs in different domains
It has been shown that the motion vectors in the unrolled
domain give information about the magnitude of linear movement of the camera as well as rotation. The vertical component is directly related to the linear motion and the horizontal
component corresponds to the rotation of the camera.
3. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
The proposed method of camera motion tracking with manual inputs for unrolling is tested in a simulated environment,
using an image sequence shown in Fig. 6. All codes were
written in MATLAB for a detailed functional verification of
the proposed method.
Images of a rolled paper cylinder are captured from various heights of the camera. Framel was captured at a height
of 30 cm from the ground and Framel at 24 cm from ground
level, with no rotations of the camera. The rest of the intermediate frames were captured with approximately 1 cm change
in camera height. So the net distance traversed by the camera is 6 cm and the rotation is nil. National Semiconductor
LM9628 camera was used to capture images of size 640 x 480.
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Fig. 6. Image sequence considered

Table 1. Estimation of camera motion on image sequence
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(78,1240)
(1306.1354)
(501,1315)
(2161,1248)

0.91
0.90
0.93
0.89
0.91
0.88
0,86
1,05
1.34
1.0J
0.96
0.93
0.80
0.80
0.K7
0.92
090
0.87
0.88
0JJ9
0.95
0.96
0,99
1.00
0.98
0.93
0.87
0.90
0.87
0.89
5.57

(*i. Vi)
1118.253)
(498.339)
(316.130)
(166.443)

(*f.Vf)
(106.249)
(500,342)
(313.124)
(156.449)

(106.2491
(312,124)
(156,449)

197250)
(510.301)
(313.116)
(148.4601

(108,1288)
(1188.1307)
(604,1316)
(2117,1291)

(102.1279)
(1187.1300)
(606.1308)
(2112.1278)

(159.271)
(544,166)
(349*11
(301,450)

(150,268)
(551.157)
(347JO)
(298.453)

(75.1290)
(939.1269)
(576.1248)
(1996,1348)

(77,1281)
(935,1258)
(574,1237)
(1969.1344)

(151,269)
(487,262)
(309.106)
(301.451)

(142.265)
(490.260)
(307.100)
(298.454)

(86,1290)
(1036,1366)
(500.1283)
(1971,1352)

(89,1271)
(1034.1362)
(501,1274)
(1975,1348)

(71.242.
(541,292)
(344.341
(195.4531

(56.236)
(550.289)
(342.17)
(188,459)

(92,1228)
(1172,1293)
(613.1227)
(2092.1298)

(95.1212)
(1168.1284)
(609.1210)
(2094,1289)

{133,25ft)
(550,287)
(380,31)
(297.457)

(122.2531
(556.281)
(378.14)
(288,457)

(109.1261)

(M24,i vm

(111.12491
(1115,1301)
(620,1189)
(1995.1349)

isosjai)

(623.1205)
(1975.1353)

r.4 (<k-(()
0 33
•0.93
0.44
47.23
4),27
0.90
0.23
-0.27
0.70
0.39
-0.31
0.60
0.24
47.54
0.01
-0.47
0.24
-0.03
-0.53
•0.20
-0-45
0.62
0.51
-0.24
0.11
0 39
1.35
0.56
-3.0A
-0J*
-0J5

Il's maximum field of view is 22.5 degrees and the radius of
the paper cylinder used was 4.5 cm. Since it is a rectangular
image, it is assumed that the diagonal of the image subtends
the maximumfieldof view.
To extract features, an edge profile of the simulated images was first obtained using wavelets. Subsequently, areas
of the edge profile with highest edge-content was selected using entropy as a measure. The proposed method processes
images in pairs where FPs are first located in the first image
and (heir corresponding locations are tracked in the second.
Image correlation was used for FP tracking. MATLAB was
used for performing FP extraction and tracking.
The initial andfinalcoordinate positions thus obtained are
now analyzed in the unrolled domain. Centers for unrolling
are fed in manually using the MATLAB command, getpls.
The displacements are calculated and normalized using (4).
Rotations are inferred from the horizontal components of FP
displacements. Table 1 shows the initial and final coordinate
values of the FPs in the image as well as in the unrolled domain for every image pair. The coordinates of the FPs in the
first image of the pair are referred to as (£j, yi) and the corresponding coordinates in the second are referred to as (x,f, yj).
(uxi.uyi) and [uxf, wjf) are used to denote the initial and final positions in the unrolled domain.
It can be seen that the net distance moved by the camera
as estimated by the system is about 5.57 cm. The distance
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recorded experimentally was 6 cm, indicating a 7% error in
Ihe distance measured using the proposed method. The rotation was detected to be a negligible value of -0.35°. which
coincides with the experimental value since no camera rotation was performed while capturing the images. The error
noted in rotation is 0.09%. These errors could be because of
slight imperfections in geometry of cylindrical passages considered and approximation of parameters like center for unrolling, angle of view of camera, radius of cylinder for analy-

4. CONCLUSION
The method proposed in this paper for detection of linear
movements of camera requires only a few feature points, indicating its feasibility for use in real time systems. It was also
shown that the overall output is independent of the feature
points selected due to the proposed unrolling and normalization processes, thus making it highly suited for deployment in
dynamic environments. The horizontal and vertical components of displacement values were elegantly utilized to detect
rotations as well. This integrated method was successfully
applied to a sequence of images captured in a simulated environment to estimate linear distance and rotation within a
maximum error bound of 1%.
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